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From World Clinic 2014
[introduction, by Tim Welsh]

Good morning, good morning, good
morning. So here we are following a
wonderful awards banquet last night. One
of my favorite expressions that comes out
of the Eastern religions says, “What does
a person do before enlightenment? Chop
wood, carry water. What does a person do
after enlightenment? Chop wood, carry
water.” So Coach Teri McKeever last
night [was] inducted into the ASCA Hall
of Fame; and here she is, 8:30 Saturday
morning—chop wood, carry water—she
is back, right. Swimmers swim, coachers
coach, and Coach Teri McKeever is back
here this morning to coach us.

The title of her talk: Suggestions for
Success. Now imagine that: it is a modest
title. Not to dwell on having just come
back from the Pan Pac Championships,
not to worry about her three NCAA
Championships, not to worry about her
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three times on the World Championship
staff, not to worry about being head
women’s team USA coach for the 2012
Olympics. Make no mistake about it:
this is a modest woman who is here this
morning and one heck of a coach. I think
if Coach Teri McKeever has suggestions
for our success, I recommend that we listen
very carefully. Coach Teri, we have a gift
from ASCA, and thank you for being here
this morning—chop wood, carry water.
[McKeever begins]

Good morning. Okay, I had four people
ask me: did I have any video options. And
I do not: we are going paper-and-pencil
and your visual is, unfortunately for you,
just going to be me. But I appreciate
that introduction. And I really wanted
purposefully to the idea of suggestions,
I think is the most important thing this
morning. I love what Greg said yesterday,
[ continued on page 3 ]
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and I am a firm believer of this: by no
means do I have all the answers. If I did
have a cookbook or a recipe for this, I
would have marketed it a long time ago
and probably be doing something... well,
actually, I would not have to do anything,
right?

But what I would like to just share this
morning are some things that have
personally made a difference in my career.
I did a similar talk like this... it was 11
years ago at ASCA. And I went back and
looked at my notes, and a lot of the things
still rung true for me. I just feel that... I
know for me, some of the things that I
have learned, I think you just have to learn.
Just like your athletes, you know? You can
tell them, you can tell them, but they have
got to actually go through that experience
for it to kind of have that aha moment for
them. And I think some of the things I
am intending to share are similar, but
hopefully there will be something there
that most importantly can be a takeaway
for you.
The first thing I wanted to say is: I think
it is really important that you come up
with your definition of success. I think
too often I have gotten into looking at
what other people’s definition of what
success was, instead of my own. In my
mind, I am very clear about why I get up
every morning, what is important to me,
what I want to do at a practice, what I
want to create in my team environment.
You know, ironically, I do not really have
that written down anywhere; but I think
that if you ask anyone on my team, they
would have a pretty good idea and could
articulate it in their own words.

I equate it to... I have the opportunity/
chore—whichever way you want to look
at it—to recruit every year. And it is
always interesting to me when you ask a
young woman, or her family: what are you
looking for in this stage? or what’s going
be the determining factor?” Many times,
they cannot... they do not know. You
know, they have not thought about that.
They are getting ready to look at a college
for not only their swimming, but for their
academics and the next stages of their life.
And you ask them what they are looking
for, and they do not know.
I think if you do not know, you have
a pretty hard time finding it. If you do
not know what your definition of success
is, or you do not what you are going to
look for, to me it is like finding a needle
in a haystack—so to speak. I think the

more clear you can get on your purpose;
whether it be a mission statement or
personal coaching philosophy or whatever
resonates for you. But really having a clear
idea, and the ability to articulate that to
anyone that might ask.
I have ten suggestions and just kind of
themes, and hopefully there will be time
for questions. I think that we will just
kind of go from there.
#1

The most important aha for me—and I
say this anytime, any opportunity I get—
has been for me to be myself and to be
the best version of myself. I know when I
first started coaching... my whole coaching
career has been, except for one year as a
JV high school coach, but it has all been
in college. I started out as an assistant
with Don LaMont at USC [University
of Southern California] in 1985, got the
head job at 25 years-old at Fresno State
University in 1987, and then took the job
at Cal in 1992 and I am getting ready to
start my 23rd year. So I have a different
version of... you know, a different journey.
But I know when I first had the
opportunity to be a head coach—at
Fresno State University. In Central
California, there was 14 women on the
team. I got there and I remember we
broke the 400 Medley Relay record.
It was something like 4:09, and I was
like ooh—you know, I have got people,
individually that can go faster than
4:09 right now. It was on the TV and
everything, I was... it was a different
experience. But it was also like I really
felt confident to just trust my gut; and
to do things that, intuitively, I felt were
the right way to go, responding to the
environment, gaining a lot of confidence.

When I got to Cal I was like, Okay, now
I’m the Cal coach. I’m supposed to do
things like when you go to a clinic, you
know—and the people that stood up here
and gave presentations. Most of those
models were male models. So, I feel like
I spent the first 5-6 years really trying
to imitate Nort Thornton on the other
side of the deck—or a Mark Schubert
or a Richard Quick—and I really, really
struggled. So much to the point where
I really very, very seriously thought about
getting out of coaching: I just was not
enjoying it; I was second-guessing myself,
losing a lot of confidence.
And just... I do not even know exactly how
it happened, but you know the little voice
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in me, and voices I heard, were saying I
was going to get fired. And kind of the
orneriness of me said, Okay, well I’m
going to get fired; I might as well go out
and get fired and appreciate the woman I
see in the mirror. Because I really did not
know who she was anymore: she did not
have a value, she did not know what was
important to her; I was just trying to do
what I thought other people wanted me
to do, including athletes or administrators.
You know, I would come to a clinic and I
would hear about energy systems or this,
and I was like Man, I don’t do that, like
what’s wrong with me?
And so, it really was this kind of like: I
need to look at me, I need to look at what
my strengths are; I need to look at what
my weaknesses are. I need to figure out
how to be better at my strengths. I need
to look at what I do not do as well, and
figure out how to do them better—that is
down the road here. But I really needed
to look at me.
I like what Gregg [Troy] said yesterday
about when he asked his athletes who are
the three most important people in your
Swimming career, and they struggle for a

while until they say themselves. You know,
I had to do that with my coaching career:
who was the most important person for
me to advance as a coach? It was me. It
was taking a better look at me, and really
getting comfortable and confident in that.
And what my values were, and addressing
those.
I think this is a huge issue—well, at least
for me—this is a huge issue with my
athletes. I think that a lot of times they
come-in and are really not sure of what
their strengths are, what their weaknesses
are, and how to just be okay with being
the best version of themselves. And trying
not... can you imagine being on a team
with a Missy Franklin and thinking you
are supposed to be Missy Franklin? That
is a recipe for disaster. It is a recipe for
[ continued on page 5 ]
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Adding SwimAmerica Learn-to-Swim back in 1992 was
one of the best coaching decisions I’ve ever made for my
program. We quickly grew our recruiting base, became the
“go-to” swim lessons in the area, and most importantly over
the years have made thousands of children and adults safer
around the water.
The SwimAmerica progression is proven effective at teaching
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populations and flexible to fit any size facility... My advertising
budget is minimal as quality lessons sell themselves.

”

- Jim Peterfish, Program Director
Central Ohio SwimAmerica, Westerville, OH
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- Reneé Andrews, Program Director
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disaster for me to recruit and try to make
Missy Franklin, Natalie Coughlin—or
whatever the scenario should be or could be.

I really feel like one of the things that I can
teach most effectively is this right here. I
did not learn that it was important to be
myself until I was probably 35-37 yearsold. The way I look at it: if I can help
them do that at 30, they are in a lot better
stage down the road than maybe I was.
And I think it can really help them—get
up on the block, go to an interview, take
an exam—if they really are in-touch with
it’s okay to have some shortcomings and
really aware of what they do well. So that
is my number one suggestion.
#2

My number two suggestion is: being
willing to ask for help. Some of you heard
me say this last night—or some of you
that know me—I am the oldest of 10.
When you grow up the oldest of 10, you
are the help. You do not ask for a help,
you are the help, right. And because of
some other family situations, I was even
more the help, with my biological father
passing away when I was 6 years-old. So
my family circumstances taught me that I
was the help; and so, I really, really had to
learn this lesson.
I know when I first got to Cal, here I
had Nort Thornton on the other side
of the deck; I bet I did not ask Nort a
question—a real question—for probably
2-4 years. Because I was more concerned
that if I asked Nort a dumb question,
what would he think of me instead of... I
thought he would think less of me. One of
my other overriding, teaching themes with
my athletes is that: asking for help is a sign
of strength, not a sign of weakness. I really
felt I personally got that message /learned
that message/believed that message that if
I asked for help, I was signifying that I did
not know something, which was a sign of
weakness instead of really the ability to ask
for help and support as a sign of strength.

Another way to ask for help, or another
kind of theme in that area, is just finding
good mentors and people that you trust.
You know, I have been very fortunate to
be a part of a group of women that are
coaches or were coaches. We meet once
a year and have the opportunity to get
together and just talk about our lives. Talk
about us, talk about what is going on for
us. Not what set we are doing, or what are
you doing in dryland, how are you electing
captains; but really looking at, you know,
what are we as coaches, what are we as

women, struggling with and how can we
support each other in that regard.

I am really fortunate that I get to work at
a university with 30 intercollegiate sports;
I have some amazing other coaches that I
have access to. I really think that tapping
in to coaches of different sports is an
invaluable experience. You know, I get the
great fortune of taking a very individual
sport and creating a team. I believe a lot of
athletes that grow-up swimming really do
not have the idea of what it truly means to
be a part of a team. It is very interesting to
talk to a soccer coach or a basketball coach
or a rugby coach; their challenges are very
different than our challenges are and it is
often very enlightening.

I think asking for help also means seeking
out other experts. As a head coach,
assistant coach, whatever, I think you
are doing a disservice to your athletes to
think that you could have all the answers.
You know, whether they be nutritional,
weightlifting, emotional—whatever it is.
There are a lot of things that are at least
presented to my table, day-in and dayout, that I just do not have the skill-set to
take care of. I think part of my biggest
responsibility is to understand which of
those crises, or situations, I can handle;
and which is really, really doing my duediligence to go out and get an expert to
help me with that. You know that can be
as much as a yoga instructor or a pilates
instructor.

I think when you do that, you need to be
really careful. You need to vet that expert,
too. Just because they have the credentials,
it does not mean that their philosophies
are in-line with yours as a coach. I have
had that situation, where I have not done
my due-diligence on bringing someone
into our program. It has been a number
of years ago, now; but just when pilates,
the first initial stage of pilates, we had
someone around campus that had a studio
close. I was like oh this is great, I’ll send
my six top women to go work with this
gentleman, twice a week and they’ll get
bonus work and everything. Ended up
that within about six weeks, four of them
had hurt their back so much that they
could not swim. Because they were not
really getting good instruction in pilates;
he did not really understand, sort of, the
mindset of the competitive athlete that
they will do anything to achieve the task
right. If he said do x, they would do x; but
he was not really coaching....
So what was happening is they were going
ASCA Newsletter ~ 2016 #10 | page 5

every week, and he was so excited about
how they were progressing that the quality
of the movement was not really being
coached, the task was being coached. So
they were achieving the task, but at some
point they ended-up hurting themselves.
I think that was really an aha moment for
me, to really make sure that the people
that I do bring into the program really
have a good understanding of the type
of athlete that we are working with and
as a coach what my goal was to have that
brought into the program.
I also think books are huge. I wish I
could read faster and I wish I had more
time. Where I am getting a lot of good
reading done, actually, is on National
Team trips—on airplanes and on buses. I
think reading, in particularly the business
section; I am fascinated by business books
on leadership, and team dynamics and
building. I have read a lot of Phil Jackson’s
books; last summer, I read his Eleven
Rings—just, you know, bringing a lot of
different superstars together and working
as a team.

I feel like there are some things that I...
struggle is not the right word; some of
the things that I am working on right
now. I have a team of amazing women
with diverse and various abilities; really
getting them to look at what their roles
are and how they can celebrate them and
appreciate them. And not watch one or
two people, and expect one or two people
to kind of carry the load. So that has been
really exceptional as well.

I think when you go to hire help and you
look at your staff, you want to make sure
that you hire somebody that complements
you. The worse thing in the world is to
have a Teri and a mini-Teri next to her
doing exactly the same thing. I have been
very mindful in hiring my assistants in
the last... probably at least the last three
assistants and getting help in doing that.
Some of you know Kathie Wickstrand,
who is a former Swimming coach and now
life coach. She does an amazing job and
helps me in a variety of ways—personally
and with the team.
One of the things that we have used with
the team and I have used in hiring staff
is a DISC behavior analysis. The DISC
is on what you value. (You can look it
up: D.I.S.C.) What it does is it tells you
what is important to you as an individual,
and what your strengths are, and how
you will show-up under stress and what
[ continued on page 6 ]
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your value to the team is. I use it with
the team—every year the team does it;
during our retreat, we work through that
and carry that through the season, So
that when we are looking at each other,
or we are getting on each other’s nerves,
we talk about it being behavior and not
personality, and how to adapt. And for
them to understand: sometimes as a coach,
my job is to adapt to them; but their job is
also to adapt to the coaching staff.
But it has been very important to me when
I have hired someone to really make sure
that person brings different strengths to
the table. And the other thing I would say
with looking for help is: I think all of us
need what I call a truth-teller. I think we
need someone in our life that is willing to
tell us what we need to hear, not what we

communication. One is to really look the
reality that your athletes... there are visual
learners, there are auditory learners, and
there are kinesthetic learners. Maybe five
years ago, I got this amazing assessment
from Chris Martin gave me. It was like 24
questions, that I give to the team, that they
answer. And it really identifies, if they do
not already know—and sometimes they
know, but sometimes they might not
realize it as much—but, you know: visual,
auditory, and kinesthetic.

I said to someone earlier: this lecture is
like when the coach is giving the set and
they do not write it up on the board and it
is really hard to pay attention, sometimes.
Right? My experience has been that more
and more athletes are very, very powerful
kinesthetic learners. And I think it is a

in a team meeting, and I had a freshman.
Like the first meeting, she is kind of
sitting there, and you know I am thinking
okay that’s not really the type of... that’s
not visually what I would expect from a
freshman at the first or second meeting
of the year. Finally, I could not take it
anymore, and I was like, “Can you sit up
and stop rolling your eyes every time I say
something?” And she goes, “What, I’m
not rolling my eyes.” I go “Yes, you are.”
And then I asked the rest of the girls, “Did
anyone noticed her body language sitting
in the meeting?” And you know half of
them raised their hand. And I go, “Is that
the body language of somebody that looks
like they’re engaged or wants to be here?”
And she had no idea; that was a furthest
from what she thought she was sending.
But the reality is that is the message she
was sending me and her teammates. So I
think that is something to really check-in
with.
I heard Pete Morgan say last night about
eye contact. You know, I do not think,
because a lot of them are like this: how
many of you have asked somebody... Oh, I
talked to her yesterday and Well, I texted
her. My thing is like: in the real world,
texting is not talking to somebody. They
believe that if you text someone, that
you actually talk to them; in their world,
texting and talking are the same thing.
Maybe I am wrong—and I have never had
a real job—but I am pretty sure in the real
world that you have to learn how to talk
to people and you have to be able to look
them in eye.

want to hear, you know. I think that there
are things that I need to be told at times,
or ways that I can be better, that I do not
maybe always want to hear but that I need
to hear so that I continue to improve. If
you can find someone, or maybe a couple
of those, that is an invaluable resource for
not only you as a coach, but I think as a
human being. So I encourage everyone to
find a truth-teller in their life.
#3

My third suggestion is to look at
your communication styles, and are
they effective?
I think ,you know,
communication; buzz word, right? What
does that mean? I have got eight things
I would like you to think about as far as

little challenging sometimes—for a variety
of reasons: they are in the water and we are
up on deck—and to be able to teach and
show things, and really have that ability to
touch or have them do it with a partner
and cue certain things, has been really,
really valuable. That has been something
that I have used.
I think the other thing in your
communication styles that is with you
and your team or staff, or your staff or
athletes back with you, is that the idea
of nonverbal. I am finding more and
more students coming-in that really are
not in-touch with what their nonverbal
communication is saying.
Last year, beginning of the year, we were
ASCA Newsletter ~ 2016 #10 | page 6

Those subtle things are very, very—well
they are not so subtle—are very, very
important, and skills that I feel is part of
my responsibility to teach. We do a lot
of partner-sharing; where you have to sit
face-to-face with your partner and look
them in the eye and talk to them. Some
of them cannot do that. But again, I think
that is something that you can all learn;
they can learn and they can get more
effective at.

I have been accused more than a few
times that my nonverbal communication
also sends things out. You know whether
it be the way you walk into the pool. I
have had my supervisor at my school say
that sometimes I need to check-in with
that when we are at a staff meeting; that
I might shrug my shoulders or something,
and, you know, I am not sending-out the
best thing. So I think that is something
[ continued from page 7]
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that we all can check-in with.

I use a book called QBQ! The Question
Behind the Question; it is by John Miller.
Nort turned me onto it about 10 years ago.
I used the book last year again with the
team; I had everybody read the book. It
is this really quick-read, and it is really
the ability to ask for what you want. That
has been a great way to have the studentathletes, have myself, check-in with are we
really asking questions that are addressing
what we want or are we, kind of, trying
to circumvent that. So that might be
something some of you might want to
check out with your staff or you personally.
The other thing I have done more with, in
the last five years in particular, is journaling
and writing. A couple of times last year,
in particular when there might have been
things on the team that I wanted to work
through, and I just, you know... before we
got in the water, brought my little pencil
case out, gave everybody two or three
pages of blank paper. And said, “Okay,
I’m going to ask you some questions. I
just want you to write whatever comes to
mind. You’re not going to give it to me;
you can throw it away, you can keep it,
whatever it is.” And we just went. You
know, one of the questions was like Am I
being a good team member? And, if not,
why not, and if I am, what am I doing? you
know. Just getting them to kind of think
about things.
This summer on Pan Pacs, I put together
this journal for the women’s team and
some of the staff. One of the reasons I did
it for—it is one of the first times that I have
used the National Team to try something
before I actually done it with my own
team—but I have been able to go on so
many great teams and been in so many
amazing places in the world, and they all
kind of blended together. And I thought:
how cool would it be to kind of have this
book that every day I could journal in
and just kind of save that memory. And
I gave them little cues. One of the cues
was like: What team member am I most
anxious to meet and why? Another one
we talked about: How do I show up on
social media versus my real self ? And
looking at: what’s it like to have a USA
flag on your cap? You know, what does
that mean to you.

So I think journaling has been a really
valuable way, personally, for me to get clear
on my thoughts. I also use it to write...
I will get the girls a blank piece of paper
that will ask them questions, and then

they give that back to me. It might be like,
you know: what are the three things I’m
working on and how am I going to work
on that. We had that last year, and I used
it through the summer, where I had one
blank sheet, they turned it in every week
and it said this week my challenges are
______; my racing skills I’m working on
are _____ and how am I going do them.
You know, it can have whatever it is.

Last year, during the academic year, the
first thing was: list ten accomplishments.
You have no idea how hard it was for these
women to list ten accomplishments. They
can give you ten things that they have not
done, but, really.... ten accomplishments.
And then really defining what an
accomplishment was. You know, like Okay,
I did my laundry. Well, that is not really
an accomplishment; it is like well if it had
to get done and it’s important to you, then
it’s an accomplishment, you know. Just
kind of looking at those things. So that
really gave us a lot of good information to
talk through.
I mentioned earlier, with the eye contact,
the partner sharing. I like to do a lot of
things, even during... you know, after a set
say Okay, you have two minutes to talk to
the people in your lane and tell them what
was the most effective thing you got out of
that set and how’s it going to relate to your
race at the end of the season and give them
two minutes to do that.

Another great book and person—he
writes a blog—is a gentleman named Tim
Elmore. He writes a blog on what he calls
Generation IY: people that are born after
1992, with the invention of the internet.
Just some staggering statistics: you know
that the average college freshman contacts
their parent via text at minimum 11 times
a day. So they are in college and at least
11 times a day, they are texting their
parent. He talks a lot about how the idea
of adolescence really getting larger.
If you ask this age group, the age group
that I am working with, when do they
consider themselves being adult? Now
most of them will answer: when they have
their first child. Not when they graduate
from college, not when they get a job, not
when they get married; but when they
have their first child—which I think is
28, average on 28. But if they want to
know anything, what do they do? Get the
phone and they have got the answer. So
they have knowledge, but they do not have
the experience that goes along with that
knowledge, which is really creating some
ASCA Newsletter ~ 2016 #10 | page 7

challenges, I think.

The other thing about this generation is
that they are more tolerant than ever, and
they very much like to interact and support
each other. It used to drive me crazy when
they would talk to each other or whatever.
Now, I encourage that. Like if I am going
to teach something, I might give the skill
and then I might put them in little groups
and then.... At school, we have what we
call family pods; so every freshman has a
group of upperclassmen that are her big
sister—or that is her family pod. So we do
a lot of things “in your family pod”.

This year at the beginning of the year,
instead of going over sort of some basic
team rules or expectations and doing it
in front of a group of 25, I met for 3540 minutes with every family pod and
we basically went over the same thing.
But what I did instead, I had every
upperclassman in that family pod say,
Okay, can you give what your one tip for
academic success is. So every returner
gave her tip for what she would need to
do to be academically successful. Okay,
now give her one tip to be athletically
successful on this team, and so then they
went through. And it was fascinating
for me too to hear what they felt was the
most important piece of knowledge to go
through.
I guarantee you, I could have done that in
a team setting of 25. But the fact that we
did it in a smaller group and that group
will meet through the year—and we did
some other things out at the pool in that
group—that group then becomes the
responsibility of like lifting each other
up and supporting each other as we
move through the year. So that has been
something that has been really valuable.

The other thing is this whole idea of the
internet. We have had, and just went on,
a retreat. And as luck would have it, when
we go on the retreat, where we go, there is
no cell phone service. Kind of by design,
but kind of really cool too. Because
then for 48 hours, they do not have the
distraction of their phone and they just
get the opportunity to just interact with
each other. It has really, really been a great
thing.
We have gone on training trips—during
the Summer, I have done this more—and
I have asked the girls to give me two hours
a day that they will use their electronic
devices and then for the other 22 hours
we are not. They get to decide what two
hours those are; and that goes for the

[ continued from page 7 ]

coaching staff too. So we do not tap-into
any electronic stuff except for those two
hours, when you can check your email,
text, Twitter/tweet, whatever you want, to
your heart’s content; but then for the other
22 hours, we are just amongst themselves.
That has been really interesting.

I also have used... last year I had a team
meeting and I told them that they had to
bring their laptop. And I wanted to talk
about the idea of time management. There
is a story that I used to use about big rocks
in the jar. Most of you have probably
heard this. You know, the jar, you have got
to put the big rocks in first, and then the
little ones, then the gravel, then the sand.
If you put the sand in, the big ones do not
fit. Well, instead of me kind of doing that
or having them read it, if you Google big
rocks, all these little things come up. And
so I just sent them a link to watch that
video on their individual laptop.

Most of the time, what are we doing?
We are telling them: put that thing away.
And I actually said Hey, bring it out and
used it. And it was really... they are much
more visual in their learning—than I am,
anyway. And that whole idea of watching.
I think if you can use some of that to your
advantage, it engages them as well.

And then the last thing I have for
communication is just to really check-in
with how you are communicating to them.
You know the reality is most of the time,
we are standing on the deck and they
are down in the water. Right? That is a
whole dynamic right there; just insinuates
a lot of things. Whenever we have a team
meeting... even this dynamic here: okay,
I’m standing here, you are this way, you are
looking at me. It is probably not realistic,
but if we were in a circle that would be
a completely different physical situation;
that would set-up a whole different
environment. Whenever we have a team
meeting, we always sit in a circle. And I
really check-in with... like instead of me
standing or if I am going to talk or an
athlete is going to talk, then everyone
stands who talks, not just the coaches. Or
we all sit down, and do things. So I think
that is something to kind of really checkin with.
And then one other thing for
communication that I found has been
very helpful. Has anyone besides me ever
met with an athlete or even met with your
team—but primarily it is like an individual
that you meet with—and you think you
have this great meeting and you have

communicated what you want, and then
you hear them say to somebody else what
you talked about and they have missed
completely what you wanted to say. You
are like were we in the same room? One of
the things that I try to do is I will ask them
to repeat what I said. Because if you ask
them to repeat what you said, they really
have to get the essence and hear what you
are saying. That has really, really helped
me make sure that I am communicating
and that they are hearing the right thing.
They might hear sometimes what you have
to say, but they are not really getting the
message. If they have to communicate
that back, I think that really forces them
to articulate it.
This year I am going to do something
different, too. When I have a disciplinary
issue, I am going to.... We have a leadership
council and then we have two individuals
that are kind of the... I do not know what
we are going to call them. But anytime I
have a disciplinary issue, one of those two
people are going to need to be in the room
when I talk to that young lady. I think it
is going to help that young lady, hopefully,
feel that she is not being ganged-up on
and that she has support. But it is also
going to be a neutral person that when she
maybe is saying that I said x and I really
said y, this person can kind of be the voice
of reason. Luckily I have not had to use
it yet, but I think that is something I am
anxious to check out.
#4

My fourth tip—and kind of goes inline with this and I heard Gregg say this
yesterday—but the idea of having hard
conversations or taking advantage of
teaching moments. As a young coach,
I was so worried about saying the right
thing, that I do not think I did justice to
myself and, more importantly, I did not
do justice to the student-athlete. That I
waited to have the right moment; I waited
to have the right words. And, yes, I think
we all need to wait until we are in a time
when we can be calm and be the teacher
and the coach that we want to be. But
now, what I try to do if there is something
that I see that is not in line with collective
behavior that I am looking for, individual
behavior, I will just say okay, we have a
teaching moment.
One of the ones that comes to mind is
two or three years ago we were vying for a
national title. In the 200 fly, the last day, I
had one of my athletes goggles fill-up; and
she decided that instead of just swimming
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with water in her goggles, she needed to
take her goggles off. Which, just nicely,
put her out of the top-16 to score any
points. Personally, for someone who swam
competitively for 12 years and never raced
in goggles—I guess I wore glasses—but
I am pretty sure that we all, or there are
other people in this room, that have lived
by getting water in your eyes, right? And
I just did not... I was like, Oh, my gosh;
like, if I say something... is this the right
time? You know, what’s going to happen?
But if I wait until we get back home, like
that is not.... It was not so much about the
goggles, to me, as it was about her sending
a message to the rest of the team that she
was not willing to be uncomfortable for
a greater cause than her comfort. It was
really, you know the last session before the
meet, that was something that I broughtup in the team meeting.
And like Gregg said yesterday, one of the
things I think I have gotten better at, is
having those hard conversations at the
meet. I think sometimes when we are at
the meet, we do not want to do it because
they might have more events or whatever
it maybe. But I do believe, like he said,
that is the time when they are most... it is
the most important to them, and you can
have the most impact. It can be explosive,
and I think, sometimes, that is okay. You
know, it is okay to have them be upset or
whatever.
And again, as a young coach, I think I
spent a lot of time wanting my athletes to
like me. I would much rather have them
respect me than like me. I still do not like
it when they go home and they might be
upset with me. But I think if I have had
that hard conversation and I have said it
in a place that lets them know that I have
their best interest at heart, I hope that they
can hear it and move forward.
#5

My fifth tip or suggestion is: coach the
total person. I love this saying that I do
not think your athlete cares what you
know until they know that you care. So I
really believe that your athletes, probably
particularly women, because young and
older women are more relationship-driven;
men—these are stereotypical—men tend
to be more task-oriented and motivated by
task, women tend to be more motivated by
the relationship and working together.
Another awesome books: there is a book
called The Female Brain and [one called]
[ continued on page 10 ]

The Male Brain. And it talks about
why. Again, anyone besides me, it just
makes you... it is nails-on-a-chalkboard.
Sometimes when the girls are getting ready
to get in the pool, and they are braiding
each other’s hair and hugging each other; I
am like, Oh, my god we’re like.... But this
book talks about why they do that; they
cannot help themselves, their brains and
their hormones are telling them that they
have got to work together. I think kind of
understanding that and again checking-in
with that.
Coaching the total person to me, too, is
just asking them a question as simple as
How did you do on your exam today? you
know. Or How’s your roommate? How’s
your mom? How’s your dog? I just had
one girl that her cat died that she has had
since she was 3. I mean, it may be silly
to some people, but not acknowledging
that would have been just really, really bad
in my relationship of working with this
young lady. The fact that I acknowledged
it, talked about it, asked her about it, and
she was able to articulate why that was so
upsetting; I really think, not only does...
like to me, I look at it as I want to coach
human beings. If I just wanted to run a
workout, I could coach horses or dogs or
something like that. I like the messy part
of working with another human being and
that relationship. So, again, female, right?

Number six: be mindful of the impact of
your role as a coach. To me, this is the
scariest thing in the world. When you
coach somebody, you know it might have
been 15-20 years ago, and they come up
and they tell you the story remember x
y z and you said x y z and you have no
idea. And they are still hanging-on to
something that you said twenty years ago,
you know. It is a humbling experience to
me, and I think God or whoever does that
to me every now and then just to keep me
in check. To keep me in check with that
as a coach, I have an unbelievably powerful
influence and that my responsibility is to
use that in a very meaningful, impactful,
positive way. And that if I do or say
something that inadvertently does not
have that impact, then it is my job and my
responsibility to clean that up.

real jobs and in....

important than a best time, there are
things more important than a workout. I
used to think I had to be at every workout,
and I could not take time to go see my
family or my mom or whatever it would
be. I think it is important that I model
that behavior; and I talked to them about
why I need time-off, what I do to refill my
well, what I do to take care of myself, what
my challenges are in balance. Because they
are having those exact same challenges. If
we can help coach and mentor and talk
about that at an earlier age, I think we
would get less people that when they get

life, that is a pretty-damn-good life; you
know, that is not the end of the world. I
feel like it is my responsibility to help with
that perspective. So that was number six.

I also think as coaches that, whether we like
it or not, they are watching us all the time,
and our job is to just model that behavior.
You know, model self-care, model that
there are things more important than to
swimming meet, there are things more

You know, these kids are stressed-out—I
said this last night. My experience has
been that they will apologize if they are
not as stressed as their teammate right
now. You know, people my age when you
say Hey, how are you doing?, whether or
not it is true, people say fine. If their age,
How are you doing?, Oh, I’m stressed. You
know, they are stressed. I have a hangnail,
I am stressed; my mom has cancer, I am
stressed: it is the same level of stress.
They do not have the ability—not all of
them—but they do not have, I think, the
ability to sort of manage that and keep
perspective. Everything is a crisis—
everything is a crisis. And if everything is
a crisis at 16, 17, 18, what is it going to be
like when you are 28, 38, 48 and you have
real crisis. You know, getting a B instead
of an A on your exam is not a crisis, guys.
Not making an Olympic team, that is not
a crisis. One of my pet peeves is Oh my
gosh, so and so didn’t make the Olympic
team, like how devastating. If that is the
worse thing that happens to them in their

I think coaching the total person means
challenging your athletes to be their
best. Personal accountability, personal
excellence is a huge value/cornerstone in
my idea of success and of my value system.
That is something that is really important
to me.

I have another favorite saying, that I am
sure the girls do not always like. I think
some of you might have some athletes
that are always telling you what they are
going to do. Does anyone have athletes
where they say: I’m going to do this and
I’m going to do that. And after a while,
my response back to them is, “I can’t hear
you anymore because your actions are
speaking so loudly.” You know, they are
saying one thing and their actions are
doing something different. In my book,
whatever your actions are saying is really
what you are doing. It does not matter
what is coming out of your mouth; it is
what your actions, day-in and day-out,
what they are saying, that I am going to
believe and listen and respond to. So that
is kind of in my coaching the total person.
#6
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#7

Number seven: just teaching the
fundamentals. For me, when... I think
sometimes, like the word coach implies
fixing the things that are wrong. I think
coaching also is about exploiting the
things that they do right. Sometimes, I
feel like I spend too much time trying to

coach-up their weaknesses, instead of just
really looking at what do they do well and
just exploiting that. You know, if you are
good at underwater, then how do we just
make that so great that it becomes this
weapon. Do not just assume that it is
going be good, and now we are going to
work on something else; but I think really
doing that.
I loved... Gregg said this yesterday—and
this is one of my other pet peeves—is like
you know the idea that you do technique
work and fundamental work at the
beginning of the season and then you start
training. No: technique, fundamentals are
all the time.

I also believe: they are all the time that
you are not training. As a college coach,
I have impact and control over 4 hours a
day; they, as an athlete, they have control
over the other 20. I am pretty sure those
20 can impact the performance probably
more than those 4 can. And I think really
looking at the fundamentals of that. And
fundamentals also is about good nutrition,
sleeping.

You know, I think sleep is a huge thing,
right now. For some reason, the outside
world thinks Swimming coaches like to get
up at 4:30 in the morning. Does anyone
like getting... is there anyone here that
likes getting up at 4:30 in the morning?
There is probably a couple; okay, that is
great. But for the most part, I do not think
people would choose to get-up at 4:30 in
the morning and go to workout. Or like

get-up before school, or whatever it is.

One thing I am looking at with my college
team is really looking at their sleep. When
I talked about those journals, I have them
write and keep track of their sleep. You
know, now you can get one of those... I
am kind of scared to get one of those fitbit
things—or whatever they are called—
because I am pretty sure I am in sleepdeprivation for two or three years. You
know, I do not think you can make it up
on a weekend. But I think that that’s just
something that I....
One of the sayings that Kathie has, and
I love, is: Don’t do or make any decisions
when you’re tired, lonely and hungry. And
I do not know, but as a swim coach, I am
tired way-more than I am not tired; and
I think that if I feel that way. Also I am
52, and they are 20; so I realize that is
factoring into it. But I think that really
looking at their sleep, is a really important
component.
And then obviously
fundamentals, and just the basics of how
to be a great swimmer.
#8

Number eight: spend time addressing your
environment and your culture. I mean I
know there have been talks on this all
weekend, and I could. This to me is the
part that is the most challenging and the
most rewarding. I do not think because
I require everyone to train in a Cal cap,
that all of a sudden oh, now we’re a team.
You know, what you are wearing, that
does not make them a team. Or if you
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are looking for a positive... I think a lot
of people say Well, we expect you to have
a positive attitude. If you do not define
what a positive attitude is, and you have 25
people on your team, you have 25 different
definitions of what a positive attitude is.

So it takes time, but I think that that
is time well-spent addressing what is
expected in that training environment.
What is expected when you go on a meet?
I mean, we talk about if you are upset on
a swim, what is your responsibility to your
other teammates.

You know, how many time have you been
in your team area, and one athlete has a
great swim and another one has a poor
swim; and the one that has a great swim is
afraid to acknowledge that and feel good
about it because Joe Schmo over here is
crying and woah is me. You know we talk
about the idea... God, the girls have this
word for warming down and crying at
the same time—I forget what it is. But
they have got a word, and I love that. You
know that is an appropriate time, put
your goggles on, keep swimming back
and forth, yell, cry, scream, whatever you
need to do; and then when you get-out,
let us make sure we are checking-in with
that behavior and how it is affecting you
teammates, your team environment, and
how it is affecting your next swim.
So I think that whole idea of environment
and culture, and spending time on that, is
time well spent.
#9

Number nine is just: stay a learner,
yourself. Obviously, everyone in this room
believes that is important or you would
not come to something like [the] ASCA
[World Clinic]. I am a firm believer that
once you think you have all the answers,
you are not getting any better. I think we
are all... I believe, I am in process: I am a
coach today, hopefully I am a better coach
tomorrow, and I will be even a better coach
in a year. That is about staying engaged
in that learning process. Being open to
new ideas and sifting through them; and
putting myself in uncomfortable situations
and challenging myself. I just think that
that goes back to that modeling: if we are
expecting our athletes to do that, I think
it is important that we do that ourselves,
#10

And then my last suggestion is that: this

The

better be fun. And I do not mean fun like
every morning—you know, the morning
thing—every morning you get up and
yeah! But like: where is the joy in this.
I really think this age group is like Well,
I’m just not having fun anymore. Well,
fun can be like the journey of a hard work;
the journey of a season. I think fun is just
getting... like I tell the girls, I’m not the
cruise director, okay. That is not my job:
I am not the cruise director—yeah here
we go, we’re having fun. But my job is to
create an environment where there is joy
and there is... that is where you want to be.
At 1:15 in the afternoon, that is where you
want to be. When you could be anywhere,
like is that where they want to be.
And more importantly: is that where
you want to be as a coach. You know, I
feel amazingly blessed that I get to do

something that I absolutely love every day.
And I think, I hope, a lot of you in the
room feel that way about what you get to
do and being a coach. We all know people
that are living their life and hating what
they do every day, or just not feeling joy
from it. I just challenge you to just show
your athletes that joy and communicate
that joy. And what is important to you
and what gets you up every morning. We
are asking them that, and I think it is
important that we communicate to them
what brings us joy and what makes us have
a good time as well.
(So, how did I do? Uh-oh: one minute
over. All right.) I hope there is something
there that you guys can take, and good
luck. Thank you. ¶

Three Phases of Learning

By John Leonard

Watching winter champs this weekend had its frustrating moments. I saw a lot of my wonderful 4 PM group at various times look
A) GREAT! B) Ordinary C) like “who the heck coaches that child?” WHICH REMINDS ME OF SOMETHING THAT I
EDUCATE COACHES ON ALL THE TIME BUT ITS PROBABLY USEFUL FOR PARENTS TO KNOW AS WELL…
………..“Learning Something” just isn’t that simple.
FIRST
We all learn by being “mindful”…thinking
our way through it. (Parents, remember when
you first drove a car? You thought about every
single little blessed thing…now the car drives
itself home from work.) Same for young
athletes. We have some in that stage and some
in the next.

SECOND
(There is no Skipping the first stage) Your
nervous system does “it” automatically. Good.
We used to think that’s all there was to it. Go
from mindful to automatic and…You’re Home!
Wrong. (We have lots of athletes in this stage).

THIRD
To be able to do it automatically UNDER
PRESSURE…..which is a totally different
mind-set. Pressure makes us “think” again. And
once we’re thinking we’re in trouble!

You get up to swim a 4 x 50 free relay with your teammates and suddenly you forget your breathing pattern,
you breath out of the turn, you breath every stroke on a 50, you breath inside the flags, you forget to kick etc.
etc. etc. Because when you are under pressure, ALL YOU CARE ABOUT IS GETTING THE NEXT
BREATH!

It’s a miserable experience. And it’s why competing in a swim meet is so valuable. You learn that failure is not
a real big deal, another swim comes along in a couple of hours, and it’s a pretty “ordinary” experience. But you
have to go through some real foul-ups to learn that. We have LOTS of athletes who have conquered stages
1-2 of learning and are in the struggle with Stage 3.
We’ll all get there! It will be fine! This is one of those “life lessons” we always talk about. Learn it, learn it on
automatic, and learn to do in on automatic under “Pressure”.
Happy Thanksgiving to All! JL
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your team.
your design.

it’s here!

DESIGN LAB

CUSTOM DESIGN TOOL
The FINIS Design Lab gives teams the ability to standout
with unique, completely customizable swimwear!
• Select the suit style template of your choice
• Customize color, text, clip art and more
• Personalize with team logos or individual names
For more details and a complete list of suit styles and
swimwear items, visit FINISinc.com/custom or contact
your local dealer.
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WHY “It Is What It Is”
is a Stupid Phrase
It’s Baghdad, 2007. I’m a company commander deploying to a
contentious area during the height of The Surge. As my unit starts
to shadow the unit we’re replacing, and I spend time with my
counterpart and his battalion’s staff, I begin to hear a new phrase
pop up: “It is what it is.”

I wouldn’t have thought much of it, but I heard that response
from numerous members of the unit, and applied to all types of
discussion topics. My buddies and boss picked up on it, too. I heard
“It is what it is” so much that I began to think it was an approved
mentality of the unit, a sanctioned mindset.
Warrior Diplomat Soldiers from 85th Civil Affairs Brigade use
teamwork to negotiate obstacles at the Leaders Reaction Course
on Fort Hood, Tx., Oct. 9, 2014.

Well, my observation was incontrovertibly validated the moment
I heard the unit’s battalion commander speak. He led a handover
brief to us that covered the major events and efforts of his unit’s
tour, and I heard “It is what it is” more times than I can count.
“The Iraqi Army unit you’re partnering with can’t show up to an
operation on time, but it is what it is.” “We’ve got a really small
post here, so parking will be tight. It is what it is.” “We took a lot
of casualties in this area, so you should be prepared for that. It is
what it is.”
He used the phrase to explain (or rather, excuse) action and inaction,
misfortune and blessing, success and failure. And as I alluded, the
phrase had evolved from words to mindset and permeated the
command climate in the unit. Ever since that interaction in 2007,
I’ve been passively tuned-in for the phrase and have heard it several
times each year in follow-on assignments.
Why It’s Stupid

The problem with “It is what it is” is that it abdicates responsibility,
shuts down creative problem solving, and concedes defeat. A leader
who says “It is what it is” is a leader who faced a challenge, couldn’t
overcome it, and explained away the episode as an inevitable,
unavoidable force of nature (“We are at the mercy of the gods”).
Replace “It is what it is” with “This resulted because I failed to do
____” and you get an entirely different discussion.
The phrase is stupid enough when rationalizing insufficient
performance, but it’s especially damaging when “It is what it is” is
used in framing a response to a problem. “Well, that route to the
objective is blocked. Guess we can’t use it. It is what it is.” We need
indirect fire support, but the terrain here is too uneven to place
the guns. It is what it is.” “Those new IEDs are cutting through
are vehicles pretty badly but we’re still waiting for the up-armored
packages to arrive. It is what it is.”

“It is what it is” is an admission that the problem is too hard and
suppresses the attitude that leads to creative, unseen solutions. Even
if a leader had racked his brain and combed his own experience for
a solution to the challenge, yet can’t find one…he should realize
that his unit’s people contain a wealth of unique experiences and
perspectives to contribute. “It is what it is” negates their value. It
says “We can’t”, which is the antithesis of everything we espouse to
make our military capable and lethal.
I was listening to an EntreLeadership podcast interview with
Sebastian Bailey that brought home the point. He said if you show
people the shape of a square and ask them what it is, they invariably
answer “square.” But, if you instead ask them what it could be, then
a world of possibilities emerge. The frame of a house. A baseball
diamond. A graduation cap. The new question (which originated
from a mindset of possibility rather than defeat) reframes the
mind to look for solutions without boundaries, exactly the type of
thinking we want our leaders to demonstrate.
Caveat…

While you’ll never hear me use the phrase “It is what it is”, there
is value in maintaining a portion of your attitude that is stoic in
nature. Know what you can control and what you can’t control. And
the first thing to accept that you can’t control is the past. Shooting
schools teach a principle: “Once the bullet leaves the barrel, it’s
gone. You can do nothing more to affect where it goes. So, let it go
and focus on perfecting the next shot.”
It’s the same with life and leadership. Don’t dwell on what’s
happened. Take responsibility, learn the appropriate lessons, and
get moving to the next objective. Doing otherwise is a distraction.

Similarly, don’t waste your time trying to change something that
won’t help you achieve your mission or stated priorities. Allocate
your effort appropriately, not in crusades that leave your people
worse off. For example, “It is what it is” says there’s no way that
you can get the President to speak at your battalion ball, but you
spend personal and organizational time and energy trying to make
it happen. Meanwhile, your unit fails to prepare for the upcoming
training center rotation and falls flat on its face. Not cool. Better
to have spent that creative energy on finding unique ways to make
your unit lethal.
Bottom Line

Followers take cues from their leaders. Leaders who adopt the “It is
what it is” attitude demonstrate two qualities to their people: they
won’t accept responsibility for what has happened and they won’t
get creative in shaping what will happen. That’s not the kind of
leader that made our military successful.
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presented by Don Heidary, Orinda Aquatics

2013
WORLD CLINIC

ARCHIVES

The

CULTURALHeadwind
Introduction: My name is Kathleen
Prindle; I am a club coach from Florida
and I am on the ASCA board. I am here
this morning to introduce Don Heidary.
For those who don’t know, Don is the
co-head coach and co-founder of Orinda
Aquatics in California, along with his
twin brother Ron. Orinda is a smaller
club with about 125 swimmers. For those
of you familiar with USA Swimming’s
Club Excellence program, they are a Silver
Medal Team. They have consistently
placed high in major competitions despite
their smaller size. They have won Junior
Nationals, Sectionals, Far Westerns. They
were 3rd in 2012 at the long course Junior
Nationals in the men.
The overriding philosophy of Orinda
Aquatics is character first; putting
character first in swimming and in
life. For those who do not know, he co-

authored this wonderful guideline which
I spend some time reading last night (it
is available from the ASCA website). But
he did a talk once that was so well received
that he was asked to write a manual for
it, and it is called Developing HighCharacter Athletes and High-Character
Teams. So Don really focuses on the part
of our sport that is so fundamental to the
success of every athlete. I will leave you
with a quote, which is in the front of this
guide. I thought it was funny, because it
is by a musician—there is a lot of rocker
quotes in there, I don’t know if you know
that. Vince Gill says, “Success is always
temporary. When all is said and done, the
only thing you have left is your character.”
I think that is a fitting introduction to
Don Heidary.
Heidary: I will start with: this is not one
of the sexiest talks in the conference. John
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asked me to do it, and I would say that
of all the things that you have available to
you, from stroke technique and training,
in my opinion this may very well be the
most important. So I do want to thank
ASCA for the opportunity to be here, and
specifically John Leonard for supporting
this truly invaluable message, a message
that transcends swimming and coaching.
What I am going to talk today about
is cultures, and this slide is culture of
cultures. I think they are the elephant
in the room. What we are going to talk
about is understanding why cultures exist;
rather than accepting them, trying to
understand why they are what they are.
Understanding their effect on kids and on
society, and then redefining them in terms
of what is right for humanity and right
for athletics. To sell the benefits of a new
culture, to implement them, to change the

paradigm, change the world and I truly
believe to give kids back to themselves as
individuals and athletes.
So a change in culture and a change in life.
This is a true story of a 17-year-old girl
who changed her culture and changed her
life. She wrote a note that said:
I think about where I would be had I not
changed teams and honestly it’s scary. I
was becoming a person I did not want to
be. I have learned what is truly important
in life and I’m not sure when or if I would
have figured it out. I realize what it was
like to be around negative people, because
that was the type of person that was always
me. Additionally I dreaded swimming,
and now I love it again and it has been a
rebirth.
So this is a typical kid that was a high
level swimmer; you change the culture,
you change life.
Analysis, awareness and evolution. I
would ask you to indulge me for a minute
and close your eyes. You do like the kids,
where some of you won’t; but close your
eyes and visualize your team or your group.
So your eyes are closed and you see your
team. What I would like you to do is
imagine an impeccable culture. A culture
of training where everybody embraces the
work, they are positive and supportive.
They are focused on technique; it means
a lot to them, every stroke matters. Your
team at meets: what do they look like?
Arrive early? Team attire? Positive,
supportive, cheer for one another? A
perfect culture. Your team traveling. Team
attire? Impeccable integrity? Always
doing the right thing? Team respect? An
apparent culture.
I would refer to the quote on the slide
(you can open your eyes now—if they
were closed). The rock pile ceases to be
a rock pile the moment a single person
contemplates it bearing within him the
image of a cathedral. What if your cultural
image was a cathedral? And you could sell
it to your team?
So our image and our reality. I only say
this to show that over 20 or 30 year period,
we had an image and we went through the
exercise. Our team right now is about
170 swimmers, but it is about a 100
teenagers—so we are top heavy. We have
a lot of kids who join our team at 13, 14,
or 15 years-old. There is a massive culture
change that has to happen.
Well, this is the reality.
No bad
language, ever.
No inappropriate
attire. No disrespect, ever. No ego. No

complaining—that we are aware of. Kids
are always in team attire at meets. There is
a strong leadership awareness. Incredible
relationships with kids and coaches; they
do view it as a second family. The kids
set-up a 50m pool with no coach on deck,
every day. There is 95% retention for 14
and under swimmers, and virtually every
swimmer wants to swim in college—
which is what we all want.
We have virtually no parent problems; a
few with the younger ages, which you
could imagine, but with the high school
kids, none. We travel with no chaperons—
we never will. We most recently went on
a trip with 91 high school swimmers, all
coach-run and coach-supervised: three
coaches, zero chaperons. We do not do
bed checks, no one was ever late for a
meeting, and there were no problems. But
it relates back to culture.
So this talk is about developing athletes
against a societal backdrop that challenges
the very core of our sport and the essence
of human development.
Someone said to me once: most kids are
good, I don’t necessarily agree with your
premise. I responded with, “Well, most
kids are good and most cultural influences
are light headwinds; in too many cases,
they can be destructive forces wreaking
havoc on a program, dismantling its very
foundation.” Analogies are: when a cancer
exists in the body, most cells are healthy,
and in most cases, we do not even know;
a few reckless drivers on a highway can
create risk for everybody and entice others.
So it is with a culture.
This is significant: how do you get from
this, to what we know as this [cultural
creators]? I had a meeting with parents
for our character camp, and there were
parents with 10-14 year-old kids and
they were adorable kids just like this [on
slide]—they do everything right and they
want to please. I talked about issues in
our community: drug and alcohol issues,
bullying, disrespect. They said, Well, that’s
really bad. And I said, “Well who do you
think is doing this? They are your kids, four
years from now. You need to understand
that. There’s a cultural change.” So are
these cute kids the culture creators?
A giant youth party fueled by alcohol,
and the internet turns violent and abusive.
Mob scene at a high school: 500 students
participated in what was a mob scene with
rampant alcohol use, hazing and bullying.
Two busloads of students on a ski trip
detained for massive drug and alcohol
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use and possession, which the parents
defended. This was in our area.
This [slide] was a random, text chat from a
group of girls, 14-18 years-old, on another
team. It is not an indictment of the kids,
but it is emblematic of the culture. I do
not think I need to read through this,
you can read it; but this verbatim. And
I would add at the bottom: could this
possibly sound like a reality TV show?
On a swim team homepage: a photo of
a group of guys making a vulture gesture
towards women—the most degrading that
you could imagine. Now these are great
students, well to-do families, great athletes,
and these kids will all go to great schools.
So, on the surface everything works—
the resume works. It is not an isolated
example; it is cultural. And this high
school environment: fantasy sex-league,
physical assault led by team captains,
drafting girls to have sex with, part of a
bonding experience involved alcohol, and
teammates intimidated not to tell. Or the
incident in Texas: brutal freshman hazing.
My question is: is this what
parents
hope for when they
started their kids
in sports—and
drove
and
paid and

watched and hope and cried and waited?
Is this the end result of the athletic
evolution?
Or: Hi, coach. Something I wanted to run
by you, if you have a chance. The national
group here has had a plague of dismal
problems, and it has come to a head. In
general the problems with the group are:
lack of leadership, lack of general respect,
attendance issues, very little team concept,
immaturity. What do we do now? And
the coach added [that] their Age Group
program was great.
Or: the most moral guy in a Division I
program, and the fastest, is not voted team
captain because he is the character outcast.
How does that happen?
So culture exists, whether we acknowledge
it or not. The question is: is it good or bad?
Can you name three positive culture
trends in youth today? Can you. Can you
name one? One trend that makes kids and
athletes better people. A society grows
great when old men plant trees whose
shade they know they shall never sit in.
Where does this existence in society, even
with those who have the capacity? Who
thinks this way? Who is looking to live a
better culture; a better legacy? Can kids
think this way, and can they live this way?
So what is a culture? So rather than
surmise, dictionary.com suggests: the sum
total of ways of living built up by a group
of human beings and transmitted from one
generation to another. It is just a baton
being passed along. Culture is the way you
think, act and interact, collectively. And I
would add: your intention and values.
So the old masters are out—and I do want
to be clear: this is not a religious statement.
•
Dalai Lama – insight,
•
Confucius – truth,
•
Jesus – forgiveness,
•
Gandhi – tolerance,
•
Lao Tzu – leadership,
•
Buddha – suffering,
•
Mohammad – service,
•
Mother Teresa – compassion,
•
Aristotle – wisdom, and
•
Helen Keller – perseverance.
The greatest lessons of humanity, and,
coincidentally, all of the attributes and
virtues of an extraordinary person, athlete
and teammate. Insight, truth forgiveness,
tolerance, leadership, suffering embraced,
service, compassion, wisdom and
perseverance. And an impeccable culture.
The new masters are in. And I do not
mean this at all facetiously. Apple,
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, reality
TV, MTV, Kim Kardashian, Miley

Cyrus, Abercrombie & Fitch and Kanye
West—although he did refer to himself as
Jesus, so he may not belong on this list.
[laughter] And un-coincidentally all of
the attributes that detach children from
their true human potential and personal
growth possibilities, and I would add
their athletic potential: vanity, insecurity,
need, entitlement, dependence, anxiety,
materialism and social pursuit.
I am sure you know the quote by Will
Rogers: “Too many people spend money
they haven’t earned to buy things they don’t
want to impress people they don’t like.”
But the question is: why? Why does this
happen? Virtues should not be culturally
driven; they should be constants. They
should be constants in life and in sports.
Can anyone see into the future? Can you
see into the future of your culture? Do you
know the trajectory? Do you know in 10
years what it is going to look like?
When and how does it know it is right?
When does a culture know that it actually
is right for humanity. Years ago a swimmer
came up to me and said to me: you don’t
understand our culture. My response
was, “What if you don’t understand your
culture?” Where is the greater risk?
So who does decide team culture and our
athlete’s culture? Is it:
• Madison Avenue – fashion, image,
need for things;
• Silicon Valley – technology, social
media, the need to be connected;
• reality TV – which really is repulsive
content of language, nudity, sex,
alcohol, etc.;
• Wall Street – a focus on status and
materialism, that money can buy
happiness; or
• corporate marketing – rotating the
same 25 people on magazine covers,
telling us what to buy, wear, think,
look like, and value.
Who decides our culture?
Cultural questions: Is it possible that
culture can be the biggest determinant
of individual and team success? Would
you entertain that. Who determines/
determined your team’s culture? Who
determines/determined our teen culture?
And who determined/determines society’s
culture? What are the influence drivers
of our collective values, virtues, priorities,
sacrifices, social choices, appearance,
integrity, service and compassion?
You will never influence the world by
trying to be like it. And we all know the
peer-pressure loop: each teen acts goofy
to fit in with peers; goofy acts becomes
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the teenage norm; teens think that if you
are not goofy, you are not normal; and
non-goofy teens are often singled-out.
The peer-pressure loop. Well, I would
content that peer pressure should exist;
the pressure to act with integrity, to be
respectful, to look out for others, to follow
all rules, to be grateful and to be humble.
Healthy pressure and a new dialogue.
What would it look like or sound like if
this was the dialogue among teenagers?
• Dude you are a joke, you didn’t help
anyone today?
• Hey, you really don’t get along with
your parents? That’s lame; I owe my
parents everything.
• You don’t like to work hard, well
that’s not going to fly here; we love
it, better get onboard.
• Or: you really drink? I can’t believe
you fell for that teen trap.
Is it possible that this was the dialogue in
high school campuses?
Or what about a change in mindset?
Instead of looking-out for #1 mentality,
what about looking out for another
mindset? Instead of followers, how about
how many people would follow you in
a time of crisis? Do you really know.
Instead of “likes”, how about how many
people truly love you.
The butterfly effect asks: does a flap of a
butterfly’s wing in Brazil cause a tornado
in Texas? So what does it mean for your
life? It means that every decision or
action you make, no matter how small,
could potentially, dramatically, alter the
course of your life. And I would add that:
know that the flap of a butterfly’s wing
can significantly alter or create a cultural
tornado. We see this happen all the time.
This [on slide] did not happen on its own.
(If you can see the picture.) Now the
question is: why did so many follow this,
and why did so many fight for it? And the
cartoon at the bottom [of the slide], the
one student says, “Dude your underwear
is not showing.” That has become the
cultural norm.
So challenging the societal status quo.
Where in our community do we celebrate
culture and humility? We would argue:
society is anything but character-based.
How does one become humble, selfconfident, positive and selfless, when
marketing tells us we are not good enough
and society tells us the only measure of
achievement is success. It is either selfdoubt or ego, and neither supports a
healthy athlete or team.
[ continued on page 17]

Quintessential questions that we should
all ask:
• Why can’t the most successful
people be the most humble?
• What if we lived in a society,
and had a culture, where the
most success you had the more
appreciative you were, the more
humble you became.
• Why can’t athletes instinctively put
the team first and look to ensure
the success of others ahead of their
own? What if that was the driving
force?
• Why can’t kids welcome and
embrace every challenge?
• Why can’t kid’s best friends be
their parents?
• Why can’t children dream of being
a leader as well as an Olympian?
Again: change the paradigm. See the
culture for what it is, seek to understand
its origin and evolution, evaluate the
impact on human growth and value as well
as athletically and team-wise, and redefine
and demand a culture based on core values
and virtues. Imagine the old masters as
your team captains. Wouldn’t Gerald
Jampolsky’s “love is the answer” be a better
mantra than Miley Cyrus’ “I smoke pot
and I don’t give an f...”.
The integrity headwind. From the article
“Why is it so hard to be a better a person?”,
the sad irony is that while goodness is the
thing that most want from everyone else,
few want it most for themselves. Why
can’t young adults put an integrity stake
in the ground and remain tethered to it?
What happened? Why can’t there be an
integrity line in the sand that you never
cross? Why is integrity not in our cultural
DNA? Why is not the default response,
when it is the most important thing?
Does the integrity headwind really look
like this? Where in society is ironclad
integrity a foregone conclusion? Can you
name any place. Or where is it cultural?
We use this quote often, and it is on our
website: Integrity has no need of rules
[Albert Camus]. It becomes the basis
for everything we do. And: Wise men,
though all the laws were abolished, would
live the same lives [Aristophanes].
There is a cartoon that I think summarizes
the concept.
“Bro, what’s the one
personality trait you need to make it in this
world?” His friends asked inquisitively,
“Integrity?” The other start laughing,
laughing louder, laughing hysterically, and
says, “No, Lars, it’s awesomeness, but don’t
ever lose that sense of humor.”

And trust. We believe with it, you have
everything; without it, you have nothing.
To be trusted is a great compliment than
being loved. How many athletes do you
trust implicitly with every fiber of your
being in any situation? The bar has been
raised for academics and athletics—and,
yes, maybe awesomeness—but what
about for integrity, character, morality,
compassion, attitude, humility and
selflessness. [For] The most important
things in life—and I would argue in
athletics—there is no standard. We know
how hard is to get into college and to
achieve the highest level in Swimming.
This is a would you rather that I ask to kids
and to parents. You can answer as a coach,
you can answer as parent. I think it helps
define the integrity headwind. Would you
rather have a 4.0 in school and cheat to
do it; or a 3.0 [with integrity] and know
that it will affect your grade and ultimately
the college you go to? Would you rather
be a Junior National qualifier who is not
respected by anyone on the team or staff,
or a novice swimmer who is an inspiration
to the team and a team captain? And
would you rather be popular and active
and drink and do drugs, or stay at home on
Friday and Saturday night and not? What
would you choose?
I think it gives a glimpse into where we
are as a society. There are too many people
who think that the only thing that is right
is to get-by or to succeed, and the only
thing that is wrong is to get caught. And
do not try to be different, just be good; to
be good is different enough. One lie is
enough to question all truths.
Recent articles in the newspaper in our
area; this is a shortlist. As a society, we
have almost become numb.
• The Demise of Guys: online porn
and video games,
• Using Drugs to Get an Edge in
High School,
• Theft and Vandalism in a Middle
School,
• Parents Defend Pranks and
Vandalism,
• Drug Dogs Patrol High Schools,
• Teen Marijuana on the Rise,
• Water Bottles Banned in a Middle
School Because of Alcohol,
• three abuse cases in a local
newspaper,
• 3-year-old Obsessed with Looks,
and
• Superintendent, Teachers Indicted
on Cash-for-Drugs Scam.
These are all integrity and societal issues.
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Students used to take drugs to get high;
now they take drugs to get higher grades.
And online gambling—I read this the
other day—everyone does it, so just
legalize it. I am just giving people what
they want. What is the problem? Cool
kids have marijuana cards. And on and
on.
If you move into the adult realm, nothing
changes; and it is no coincidence. This
[on slide] was an article after the financial
crisis in 2008. In 2015, it is even worse.
An article written by Andrew Ross Sorkin
on CNBC concluded with: “quite a few
said that they had signed, or been asked
to sign, a confidentiality agreement that
would prohibit them from reporting
illegal or unethical behavior.” A theme
with youth.
I think the pinnacle of an absence of
integrity was this—and I was not aware
of this until recently. A company that
went public was hailed on Wall Street as
one of the fastest growing companies. It
glamorizes cheating—marital cheating—
facilitates it and profits from it. A quote
from the CEO: “If we base marriage
on monogamy,” i.e. integrity, “I think
we are setting ourselves up for failure.”
“Undiscovered cheating is good.” What
is really repulsive is the activity: they sign
35,000 people up a day, 120 million visitors
a month, 1.2 million communications
every day to cheat on your spouse. Now I
am not making an indictment on cheating,
although it is repulsive, but what does this
send as a message to society? And you
wonder why kids act the way they do.
This is no new story: he [Lance Armstrong]
is quoted as saying, “The riskiest thing you
can do is get greedy.” And the quote at the
bottom: “Two things scare me. The first is
getting hurt. But that’s not nearly as scary
as the second, which is losing.” Losing a
race, but not losing your integrity.
Accepted teenage norms:
• social networking,
• teenage drinking (has become
standard operating procedure),
• entitlement,
• need for acceptance,
• path of least resistance,
• fashion trends,
• dependence on parents,
• lack of accountability,
• language,
• a snitch mentality,
• do not tell on the kids doing bad
things, and
• cheating or general acceptance of
dishonesty.

These have almost become norms.
Seven dangerous teen trends. If you
think the envelope is not being pushed...
pouring vodka in the eye, bath salt high,
choking to get high, I-dosing, Robitussin
high, planking and supplement overdose.
The question is: why do you need to push
the envelope?
The teen landscape is complicated. I
would take you back to the picture of
the three cute little kids: when did they
walk into this mess? Facebook obsession,
video games, destructive TV shows,
sexting, texting, tweaking, twerking, drugs,
prescription drugs, alcohol, language,
cheating, repulsive music, and on and on
and on. Kids generally deal with most of
these things in a day.
What do kids value? Where do they come
from? What motivates and drives them?
What drives integrity? So if you really
want to drill this down, and you do not
agree with any premise... there is the kid.
Is it in the DNA? Did the kid just grow
up and it was in his DNA that he might
do bad things, or want to do bad things?
Or maybe not; maybe it was something
in the family. But maybe not, maybe it
was friends and peers. Maybe it was the
school—it is the schools fault. Maybe
it is the swim teams fault? They had a
culture that promoted that. Maybe it was
the community? Maybe it was a national
culture? Maybe it is Western culture? It
came from somewhere.
We look at these things—like bullying,
ego, insecurity, apathy, lack of integrity,
disrespect, individuality—we see them
and we accept them, but where did they
come from. There is an origin and there
is a driver.
The teen gap: from 0-12 years-old, it
generally looks like the top picture—it is
adorable. It is exactly the way we would
want relationships between parents and
kids to be. But something happens, as you
all know, between 12 or 13 and 14 yearsold. What is it? What turns their world
upside-down and takes them back to those
articles at the beginning—rampant drug
and alcohol abuse, bullying, and on and
on and on? It is a desperate need to find
identity and to find acceptance. What if
we could provide that?
There is a quote, “You won’t be happy
with more until you’re happy with what
you have” [Viki King]. And “Another
shortcoming of desire is that at least so
much is undesirable” [Lama Rinpoche].
So Cultural destruction. One, I would
suggest is false idols. Idolatry happens
when you worship or praise anything

excessively to the point of causing you
to believe it reigns supreme. Be careful
that you do not create idols to worship.
Constantly exposing yourself to popular
culture and mass media will ultimately
shape your reality in ways that are not
necessarily conducive to achieving your
soul purpose or life calling—the most
important thing in life. Modern society
has generally lost the plot, slavishly
following its false gods and idols makes no
sense in a spiritually-aware life. We need
to be aware of this.
I am not trying to pick on anybody, but
this is an example. You push the integrity
envelope, you must remain relevant,
financially motivated, you prey on the
masses, prey on the vulnerable and prey
on children. The cute kids in the photo.
And I just want to sing was his [ Justin
Bieber] earlier comment. Well it is not
all you ended up doing, and you created
millions of followers. Drinking to be
social. I would add: culturally, in our area,
parents drink in the summer league at all
dual meets. It has become their culture.
If you want to send a mixed message, or a
bad message, that is the way to do it. And
they are the ones that wonder why their
kids drink.
Cheating versus integrity—we talked
about. The line is not blurred it is gone.
This is a comic (which you probably cannot
read). There is a boy that looks at his test
score and he says, “This grade is lowering
my self-esteem.” And the teacher says,
“Then you should work harder, if you
don’t want to get bad grades.” And the
kid looks back at his test and says, “Your
denial of my victimhood is lowering my
self-esteem.” They are always right. Kids
were not born lazy, negative, self-absorbed,
angry, entitled or feeling inferior—they
were not born that way, something
happened.
A lack of accountability. This is a great
quote: “If you step in a puddle, don’t blame
the puddle.”
The destructive teenage model in today’s
world is another cultural norm that we
need to change. The social elite tend to
dominate; they are in the minority, but
they dominate the majority. And then it is
transferred to the snitch mentality, where
nobody wants to tell because they do not
want to be viewed that way. So you have
the minority dominating the majority.
“The world is a destructive place not
because of those who do evil, but because
of those who look on and do nothing”
[Albert Einstein]. “Strong character is not
derived from not doing wrong, but rather
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from actually doing right” [The Urantia
Book]. “Tell me who you love and I will
tell you who you are” [Houssaye]. “It was
never what I wanted to buy that held my
heart’s hope. It was what I wanted to be”
[Lois McMaster]. And: “Make sure what
you own never owns you.”
Real hero worship: where did it go, and
who decided they were not heroes or
were not worthy of worship? Who made
that decision of who we worship? An
inspirational special-education teacher, a
volunteer for the homeless and destitute,
a banker who leaves a lucrative position to
work in an orphanage, a foster parent too
many, not to mention a real soldier. Why
did we lose sight of real heroes in society?
Social media: dehumanizing human
interaction. The newest trend, from what
I understand, is shaming. Is this [on
slide] the future of social media? Maybe.
Technology is sucking the process and
journey of discovery out of youth. It
has reduced problem-solving to an app,
completely derailed the true meaning
of friend or the sentimental value of a
picture. In my opinion, it is analogous to
the miracle drug that has no long-term
history of potential side effects. Realize
that the real experts are probably between
14 and 18 years-old. What I tell kids is:
this story has not played out; you do not
really know how it is going to go.
This was a great article: How Not to Raise
a Deluded Narcissist [by Dr, Keith Ablow].
A socially addictive world “prepares a
whole generation to join our entitlement
nation where untold millions don’t believe
in their genuine abilities anymore and
don’t even know how to go about finding
them because there’s no GPS system that
will map out a path to self-esteem and no
app that tests your courage.”
This was a stinging exchange that I wanted
to share with you from the movie Birdman.
If you saw it, you may remember. If you
did not, the movie was about a retired,
superhero movie star that wanted to create
a play and somewhat-resurrect his career.
He was at odds with his daughter, who
was a typical 20-something. They had an
exchange, and he said, “Listen to me; I’m
trying to do something important.” Her
response was:
This is not important; it’s because you
want to feel relevant again. Well, there’s a
whole world out there where people fight
to be relevant every day. You act like it
doesn’t even exist. Things happen in a
place that you willfully ignore, a place that
has already forgotten you. I mean who are
you? You hate bloggers. You make fun of

Twitter. You don’t even have a Facebook
page. You’re the one who doesn’t exist.
You’re doing this because you’re scared
to death, like the rest of us, that you don’t
matter and you know what? You’re right,
you don’t. You’re not important; get used
to it.
Now if this is the backdrop, and the
premise, of social media, isn’t it a little bit
scary that young adults feel this way?
In a review from the movie Steve Jobs: The
Man in the Machine, a critic said,
So he found a way to teach us how to
be more like him, to cherish the shiny
metal over the person standing next to
us. Apple’s marketing sold us on how
technology connects the world, but in dayto-day life, the results are the opposite, the
film notes. We stand in a crowd, staring
into a glossy screen, scrolling into oblivion,
lost to ourselves. Alone.
And do we even know?
On the opposite side, I had a conversation
with a kid on our team who went on a
church mission trip. It was one week in
Mexico; one of the caveats was you had to
leave your cell phone at home. I thought,
‘Well this is different.’ I asked how was
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the adjustment? Her response was, “It
was liberating. I felt closer to the people I
was on the trip with, I felt more connected
to the people I went to serve, I felt I got
to know myself better, and I felt closer to
God.” Wow; don’t we want that for kids
every day?
Television is another culture destructor.
I am not going to go through the TV
shows, but if you read these [on screen], if
you watch them, they really are repulsive.
This comment on The Secret Life of an
American Teenager, which is on the ABC
Family channel, received the highest
rating from teenagers. I felt this show was
morally degrading because of the obscene
lack of respect these teenagers have for
themselves. Not just the teenagers, even
the parents were downright atrocious,
self-centered specimens.
Why it matters. Well this is obvious:
kids who watch shows with alcohol are
more likely to drink than those who do
not. From a study on Millennials—that
analyzed different generations—they are
more self-interested, they like a life of
luxury, helping others was less of a priority
than any other group.

Kim Kardashian, who you all know.
Worst offense: promoting appearance
over achievement. It is not a personal
indictment, but it is a theme. Primary
talents: successfully promoting herself—
she does it very, very well. Yet aside from
her self-marketing, she has produced little
else but a sex tape and thousands of tabloid
covers. She teaches kids that it is not what
you do that makes you important, it is how
you look and how you leverage those looks.
The video game she created netted nearly
$100 million with the goal of becoming
a Hollywood A-lister with flirting, sex,
alcohol, shopping and photo-shoots. This
is where kids gravitate to.
The Housewives [shows], across the board,
feed a very negative stereotype of women.
Reality TV themes: the #1 theme is
conflict. And going back to that text-chat
session, that is exactly what it was: it could
have been taken from the reality TV show.
Conflict, sex, nudity, promiscuity, alcohol,
partying, language, appearance, shallow
human interaction. Why do girls aspire
to be divas? If you watch the show Naked
and Alone: you could not just be alone,
you had to be naked and alone. Or: you
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could not just date, you had to be naked
and dating. Clearly, it is a sponsorship,
and it is a revenue, issue.
Are we raising resumes at the expense of
high-character individuals? I would say
the answer is yes. If you go back to the
raise-the-bar of academics and athletics,
versus integrity and character and
compassion, it clearly is the case. How
many parents even know if their kids
work hard, care, respect others, are at risk,
have any leadership skills, and deal with
adversity? We as coaches do.
A contrast in behavior: random acts of
kindness and compassion. Where did
these go, with kids? I just need a hug;
not a quick hug, but a long tight hug that
makes me feel like I am wanted on this
earth. “Life’s most urgent question is:
what are you doing for others?” [Martin
Luther King, Jr.] Could kids ask this
question? “The most valuable learning is
not about memorizing facts and figures. It
is not about higher grade point averages
and accumulating degrees. It is about
life itself, and the impact on the heart.”
[Rodney Smith]

way he lives his life.
So as a kid, or an athlete, I would ask:
what about you? You walk into the pool
area and see ten people playing a game to
your right and a new swimmer standing
alone to the left; where do you go? You
are the last one to leave the team area and
it is a mess; what do you do? There is only
one kickboard left and two swimmers
who need one; who gets it? Your friends
are negative in the locker room; what do
you do? The coach needs help with pool
covers in the wind and rain; do you go to
the showers or the pool-cover reel?
As a coach: why pursue a character
culture?
We would advocate it is
preparing the child for the path, not the
path for the child. You do not get paid
for it, you do not get recognized for it, you
will get pushback, the time you commit to
it will cut into coaching, and, for the most
part, colleges do not recruit character.
But the real benefit may very well be in
the unseen: self-esteem; self-awareness;
accountability; connectedness; improved
academics; saying no to a drug, alcohol or
sex introduction; choosing a role model

A policeman handcuffs himself to a
potential suicide victim on the ledge
of a building and throws away the key.
Who would do that? A man jumps
in a freezing-cold bay to save a dog. A
runner guides the leader to the finish who
became disoriented and stays in second
place. Who does these things? An Ohio
teen takes his great-grandmother to the
prom. We ask for kids to not look at these
examples, but be these examples. A man
returns $22,000 that had fallen off an
armored car, and is shocked that anybody
made a big deal about it because that is the

over a social model; a better, healthier
family life; a more productive college
experience; being a better employee;
dealing with a life crisis; becoming a true
leader; and making a difference in the lives
of others. And, yes, becoming a better
swimmer and teammate: more drillfocused, better warm-up/warm-down,
being on-time, positive in the locker room,
train harder, train with focus, positive
workout environment, better meet culture,
more positive travel, and a better coachswimmer relationship. And you will
mitigate, if not eliminate, burnout.
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This [Why Do Young Swimmers
Burnout?] was an article in Swimming
Science, and the author asked if anybody
has a solution to the burnout in swimming,
USA Swimming would pay handsomely.
The answer is culture. We know that if you
continue to improve, most likely you will
stay in the sport. But a positive, supportive
culture will generally keep everyone in the
sport.
Why we do it? We want leaders; elite
athletes; people who put the team first;
people we trust implicitly; happier,
healthier kids; better people; and
impeccable travel. Culture creation for
you as a coach: a culture of integrity, a
culture of team, a culture of attitude, work
ethic, compassion, leadership and caring.
They are not concepts; they are ways of
life. Stay ahead of the culture by creating
the culture. If you could wipe your culture
slate clean and rebuild it, what would
it look like? Like the exercise earlier:
what would be the ideal culture for your
program?
A cultural pursuit: the comment says, “I
haven’t read your proposal yet, but I already
have some great ideas on how to improve
it.” We should be constantly seeking to
improve our culture
A cultural shift: the idea is to create a
tailwind and not a headwind. So what
if challenge equated to growth? So
everything hard was equated to growth,
which is a good thing. Can you create a
culture where the harder the better—the
path of most resistance. What about
where success equals gratitude and
humility; the more successful you become,
the more humble you become. That is our
culture. Status equates to mentor; the
higher you move up the ladder, the more
you must mentor other people to do the
same. Teammate equates to leader. If you
are on the team, you are a leader; you are
either a leader in training, if you are young,
or you are a mentor, if you are older; there
is no other option and there is no middle
ground. Gain equates to reciprocity. The
team is the family—that is the culture.
And humanity equates to compassion; if
you are here, you are compassionate.
To be extraordinary, in something—we
talk to kids about being extraordinary—
find what is in your heart, what drives you,
what is a strength; but be extraordinary at
it. We did this exercise years ago and we
asked kids: What are you extraordinary
at? Most of the responses were blank—
they said I don’t really know. So we had
a meeting, and I said, “But why not?”
There is something that you have a drift

towards. It may be compassion, it may be
work-ethic, it may be leadership; but be
extraordinary at it, make a difference, be
a leader.
The real world: for three hours a day
teenagers are fully engaged, with no use
of a cell phone, no social networking/
selfies/posts/tweets. They are not worried
about their appearance, their makeup,
clothes. They are not drinking. It is the
healthiest environment possible for kids.
That happens for 2-4 hours a day. It is our
world, and it is proof that the old world
of interactions and basic virtues still reigns
supreme. It always is, and you all know
that.
The life classroom. The mental and
physical nature of sports magnifies the
most critical things in life: work ethic,
sacrifice, humility, resilience. We control
those things; we can allow kids to flourish
in those areas.
Why? Kids really do crave: respect,
empowerment, the opportunity to make
a difference, being challenged, and
leadership. Even the worst kids do; they
are desperately seeking these things.
A true team culture. The team is the most
important thing. Kids need to understand
that and they need to learn it. Whether
the team is their family, the swim team,
their community, their college; you need
to have a culture where you always lookout for the greater good and you take a
back-seat. Are you the type of person or
teammate that others would want to cheer
for, support, and care about? Are you? We
ask kids: do you know? If so, why? If not,
why not?
“When he took the time to help the man
up the mountain, lo, he scaled it himself.”
[Tibetan proverb] is the theme. Also:
“Your greatest success may very well be in
creating success for others.” What if that
was a cultural theme?
A positive attitude: eliminate negativity
from your culture. There is only one way
to act and think, and that is with a positive
tone. Where does negativity enhance,
athletes, sports, teams, cultures? It does
not. We talked about complaining, it adds
no value; kids know that, so why don’t you
just stop doing it.
A culture of embraced work and challenge;
it is the path of most resistance. It is the
essence of sports; why would you ever
challenge this? So we asked kids: if
challenge creates growth and opportunity,
why you would ever resist it? Why wouldn’t
the harder be the better? Whether you
are doing... it does not matter what you
do, if you had a culture of the-path-of-

most-resistance and kids saw the growth
created opportunity that way. Adversity
introduces a man to himself.
In a culture of compassion and caring, can
you create a culture where kids just care.
They care about everyone, they care about
the team. Two questions we ask the kids:
how can you help? and who can you help?.
Imagine if kids came on the deck every
day and those two questions were in their
head: How can I help? Who can I help?
How transformative that would be. Real
social networking is compassion.
In a culture of perpetual leadership. If
you are older, you know it is the most
important thing that you teach leadership,
that you mentor, that you leave a legacy of
leadership. It is the most important thing
you do. And if you are young, it is that
you are learning how to be a leader. It
is the most important thing that you do;
there is no middle ground. Whether you
are 8 years-old or 18 years-old, there is no
excuse and there is no middle ground. If
you do not want to be a leader, or learn to
be a leader, then you should do something
else. That should be implied and inherent
in sports.
A culture of humility—which is easy. A
quote: “Humility finds those who credit
themselves, and credit finds those who
humble themselves.”
So, again, the
more successful you become, the more
humble you should become. You have just
eliminated ego from your program, and
you have made kids healthier and happier.
A culture of protection. This may be the
most difficult. The greater good should
squeeze out that which does not support
a positive culture. 90% of the kids should
take a stand against the 10%. Groupthink mentality should come from an
ethical perspective. Create subcultures:
a technique culture, a training culture, a
travel culture, spirit/team attire, a parentsupport culture, academics, mentorship.
Whatever you want, create a culture, a way
of life, a this-is-who-we-are mentality.
Ask for everything. Can we create
something powerful, different, lifechanging? Would you commit to being a
part of that? Can you live your life with
iron-clad integrity? Can you? Will you
walk a different path, care more, help
more, sacrifice more, lead more? They
must think on a higher plane. Why it
is important? You need to start young.
Who will they follow? What culture will
evolve? In hindsight, in over 30 years
no swimmer has ever looked back and
been proud of poor behavior—ever. The
profound appreciation has been for caring,
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guiding and holding kids accountable.
Most apologize and ask for forgiveness for
anything they have done wrong.
The derivation of bad behavior. We
generally know there are external
influences. It comes from a disconnection
from a few key concepts: sense of
connection, self-worth, peer pressure, poor
role models and crying out for help. 90%
of bad behavior comes from a few key
detachments that we can address.
This is a letter I wrote a group of high
school kids years ago, that had done some
bad things. I will share a little bit of it
with you. It talks about culture.
That a small group of athletically-morally
deficient individuals could taint and
tarnish a 50-year reputation is more than
bewildering, it is near criminal. You have
no right to be an athlete, to represent a
school, a sport or a coach. You embarrass
us all and you will regret it. And that you
have attempted to justify your actions, and
believe your own lies, only makes you that
much more arrogant and ignorant. For all
of your tutors, counseling, and top-rated
academics, you have made some of the
most imbecilic choices a person can make.
For those of you who were sold a bill of
goods of popularity, of glory, of adventure,
of leadership, of tradition, shame on you.
You were raised better. You were taught
better. You were led astray and now you
are guiding vulnerable down the same
(self ) destructive path. You are passing
a baton that you don’t even know why
you are holding. And you will virtually
guarantee that more hopes, dreams,
potential, character and integrity will be
diminished. You and your protégés will
never know the growth, inspiration, and
life-changing lessons that come from
sports.
That went to the whole team, and it was
an attempt to mitigate cultural deviation.
The future. Our children and our culture
will always be under assault from forces
that have absolutely no interest in kids’
emotional well-being, personal growth or
human potential. That is a fact.
Your role and your power. Marketing
does not care and only has a profit motive.
Parents generally cannot stop it and do
not want to get in the way. Kids do not
know and are too vulnerable. You are the
last line of defense. If you do not think
you can change the culture, think about
who wins and who loses. We as coaches
can be the ones to redefine youth culture.
It begins with sports and it ends with life.
And I will conclude with a quote:
I cannot believe that the purpose of life is to

be happy. I think the purpose of life is to be
useful, to be responsible, to be compassionate.
It is, above all to matter, to count and to stand
for something, to have made some difference
that you have lived at all. [Leo Rosten]
The kids it was addressed to—and I will
be honest: it was a group of water polo
players that were swimming—I addressed
it aggressively and hit them pretty hard.
They were close to near rock-bottom,
anyways; and the parents could do
nothing, the water polo coaches could do
nothing. The kids that were not involved
basically saw it for what it was, which
was my intention. And I think the kids
that were at the heart of that were pretty
much at a bottoming point, and I do not
know that my moral message was going to
change their behavior. I think since then,
they have grown out of it, but at the time
it was pretty bad. So I wanted to make a
statement; I wanted people to know right
and wrong, and that their lead was not
the right way to go, on the whole cultural
message.
The parental response was supportive. I
had a couple of meetings with parents of
some of those kids, and they... you know,
it was interesting. They kind of wanted to
know what was the problem. And I said,
“Well, you can see the problem. Maybe
your head’s in the sand, but it’s pretty
obvious to everybody else. The kids know.”
I do not know, maybe neutral. But nobody
would get upset with me: they know I care
and that I am trying to do the right thing.
The problem is if the parents defend, if
they look the other way, nothing changes.
You know, it may be one day their kid
gets into a car accident, or you know it is
just.... But it is unfortunate... the point of
the whole character talk was: we should
never get to that point. If we just had that
culture protection concept, where 90% of
the kids that do do the right thing take a
stand, then that stuff gets alleviated much
earlier than it did.
Audience: Other than write nasty letters,
what are the things that you do? As you
go through a season, as you go through a
week, as you go through a practice, what
are your activities that you deliberately do
or put in place to build results?
Heidary: Everything; it is a daily pursuit.
Every day we are vigilant to integrity
and culture—every day. Anything that
takes-away from a positive, high character
culture, a team-first culture, is dealt with.
Whether somebody walks out of the locker
room a little bit late, a hint of negativity,
disrespect, we are very, very aggressive.
The other thing we do, which I think is

positive, is we sell this message constantly
about humanity and about life and
compassion. The few things that really
matter in this world, we talk about
constantly. And so we try to sell those
to teenagers. While they are getting
bombarded with everything else that you
know, we are trying to sell the opposite.
Our challenge is to win that battle. So
that at the end of the day they would say
I chose this and I am not going to get
caught up in that.
But it is everything. We give out
articles, lectures, talks. We address kids
individually, one-on-one. The kids know,
culturally, negativity is not allowed,
disrespect is not allowed—ever. And they
do become empowered by it: they do not
want to be a part of that. They want to
be the ones that inspire, that lead, that are
compassionate. So we do not really have a
lot of issues, but it has been kind of a long
process.
Audience: Do you have zero tolerance? Or
do you given second chances, a third, a
fourth?
Heidary: I think some people have said we
are pretty hard-lined about what we do.
We are hard-lined about the philosophy
and the policies, but not with kids and
saving kids. So, it just depends. If you do
something, and I know your intentions
are ill-willed and you really do not have
respect for the program, maybe it is one
chance—Listen, this is what you’re doing
and it’s not who we are and you need to
understand that. I think you should look
in the mirror, but you can walk your own
path but it won’t be here. But we have had
kids that have had serious problems—
drug addictions—and we lock-in and we
will not let go—we will not let go. If you
want help and you want to do the right
thing, we will not let you go.
So, you know, it just depends. I think
it is what is kind of in the heart of the
kid. If you are just a bad kid and you
have no interest in living a better life and
contributing to the culture, then you need
to go your own way. But if you want help
and you want to be a part of the program,
we will do anything for you. We have had
kids that have had addictions and severe
life challenges, and we have not let them
go.
In one instance we had, our board of
directors said Hey, we know what’s going
on; you need to ask this kid to leave. I
sat in a board meeting, with eight board
members, and said, “With all due respect,
I appreciate everything you do, we’re not
doing it. It’s what we do, we’re going to
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lock-in with this guy, and we’re going to
help save him.” They said, okay, you can
make your decision.
So it just depends, but there is no hard line
and there is no set rule.
Audience: The same thing with parents?
Heidary: I hit a little bit on parents here,
but I will tell you: the better the culture
with kids you notice, the better the culture
with parents. Those problems that seem
commonplace kind of go away when you
have a better relationship with the kids.
So we do not really have it. At the Senior
level basically zero—zero parent problems.
We have had some with the younger kids’
parents, because they get a little more
neurotic—you know, the 12-year-old’s
parents, they are always following kids and
times. That is maybe one every three years
that we have had to deal with. But a better
culture with kids leads to a better culture
with parents.
Audience: I know you founded this team
on these concepts and ideas. But imagine
you are walking into a team that is lessthan-moderate or worse, where do you
start?
Heidary: So the question was: we founded
the team, did that make it easier? Yeah,
maybe. But if you started with a team,
what do you do? I think you do the same
thing. I coach a high school team, as well.
When I walked into that team it had a
pretty toxic culture, and we just tried to
rebuild the same lessons. Humanity and
virtues, and what do you want to do with
your life and what do you want to stand for
and what should this team stand for. Will
you buy-into that and will you commit to
that.
It is that same cycle. You have the good
kids that are all-in, and you have the
vulnerable kids that you can sway and
sell, and then you have got the bad kids.
And you kind of go one-by-one and you
eliminate or you draw in. It takes a little
more time. Changing a bad culture will
take longer, but I think that the message
is still the same: there is a right way to
live your life, there is a right way to be
an athlete. That was the slide on virtues
should never change; they should be the
constants, in life and sports. So we just
keep going back to kids that way.
We give articles out about some of those
cultural norms. Do you really want to get
caught up in it? Is this who you want to
follow with your life? Be better than that,
and be bigger than that and don’t get
caught up in it. You be the role model. So
it just takes a little bit longer.§
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12 Steps to Achieving a
MEANINGFUL

Change
In Your

Business

The secret to meaningful change is to focus all your
energy not on recreating the old, but on building
something new.
No matter what you do or what industry you’re in, chances are that your business is facing some form
of change.

It may be due to growth, poor performance, a new CEO, an acquisition, or the need to respond to
changing market forces. It may take different forms. But sooner or later, change will happen.
When it does, it falls to you as a leader to make it happen successfully.

BY LOLLY DASKAL, President and CEO, Lead From Within
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This 12-step checklist can help you manage change to
ensure a smooth transition and good outcomes
1. Paint the picture. Identify change clearly by painting
a vibrant, clear, and specific picture. People have a much easier
time dealing with change when they know what is changing, what
is staying the same, what they can expect during the process, and
what things will look like afterward. Communicate a clear and
consistent message from all members of your team so people know
what to expect.

2. Know not just what but why and how.

Build a business case to explain the need for the change. Describe
the purpose of the change as well as the likely consequences.
Stating both will help with the change initiative.

3. Keep people in mind. Without your people,

9. Check in regularly. Especially when change is
imminent, it is important to always know the pulse of what
is happening throughout your team. It’s also important to
demonstrate you care and are listening, especially when you are
asking people to perform outside their comfort zones. Checking in
accomplishes both.
10. Make it happen. Make sure the change is

implemented effectively and on schedule. Don’t drop the ball. Many
organizations spend a lot of time and energy planning change, then
get distracted by other priorities and let it run off the rails. If this
happens too often, people stop getting behind change because they
think they will be wasting their effort.

change will not happen--or at least, it won’t happen well. Use your
business case to make sure everyone on your team understands
the need for change. Seek buy-in from everyone involved in, or
affected by, the change.

11. Keep up the momentum. Remind people of

4. Communicate with transparency. It’s

12. Lead by example. Be ready to take the lead--to act

important to keep people in the loop throughout the change
process, not just at the beginning. Help them understand
events and issues at every step. Change is never easy, but if you
communicate with candor and transparency, you can minimize any
disruption.

5. Emphasize the benefits. Don’t be dishonest or
one-sided in your communication, but make sure that any benefits
of the change are front and center to keep the context positive for
any later information.
6. Set outcomes and goals. A set of common

outcomes and clear goals sets the sometimes-chaotic process of
change within a coherent strategy. Even if people disagree on the
priority of the forces driving change, establishing outcomes and
goals sets out a coherent strategy where each person is aligned on
where they need to be and what they need to be doing.

7. Groom change agents. You can lead people into
change more effectively if you don’t try to do it all yourself. Identify
and work with a group of change agents to help develop the
change program and ensure its success. This team should include
a mix of people from across the business and does not need to be
run by anyone in management. Change implemented from the top
down is less successful than that developed from within a company.

how far you all have come and what has been accomplished. Keep
the momentum going by celebrating wins and recognizing effort
and milestones.

as an example, to stand beside your people and help them along the
way.
The bottom line is that we can’t expect quick hits or 100 percent
buy-in, especially at the beginning of the process.

To get people to embrace
change, you need to be
serious about how you
make it happen. Let the
things that come easily be
the impetus for real change.
Otherwise, it may be just
as easy to revert to the
same old ways--and that is
the last thing you want to
happen.

8. Use training wheels. Provide additional personal

and professional development opportunities for the people who
are going through the process of change. Offer training to those
who are being moved or assigned new responsibilities. Make sure
the members of your team feel equipped to implement the change,
either with in-house training or a trusted consultant.
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Quick "Quotes"
#1. How you think is everything.
Always be positive. Think Success,
not failure. Beware of a negative
environment.
#4. Never stop learning. Go back
to school, acquire skills.
#8. don't be afraid to innovate.
Following the herd is a sure way
to mediocrity. You are supposed
to breathe every other stroke in
butterfly, right? (Bob taught Mr.
Phelps to breathe every stroke,
with perfect technique, at an early
age.)
#10. Be honest and dependable;
take responsibility. If you don't
have number ten, then all the
others won't work either.
- Coach Bob Bowman
"The Ten Secrets for Success"
It is about adaptability, first, going
with the flow. "I can work with
anybody, mindset."
Second, its communication - I
see coaching as a partnership, it
includes asking all sorts of people
for Help. Third, initiative and
empowerment is just a coaching
philosophy. Learning skill is a
continuum and no one way to do
it. we're going to explore lots of
ways. The other thing... deal with
the elephant in the room...you,
know, the thing no one wants to
talk about. You can't pretend they
are not there."

Goals for London - I read the
goals for Beijing that was sent to
the USOC right after Athens and
the goal was to REMAIN the
dominant swimming nation in the
world. What a gross goal that is.
That turns my stomach. That is
like "we want to remain the same"
and you know what? In the last
three Olympiads we have pretty
much been the same. It is like
swimming not to lose. The Goal
needs to be to Improve. Peter
Daland has always told me and
challenged me, we have 50% of the
swimmers in the world, we need
to win 50% of the Gold Medals. I
think we could do better than that.
We need to develop more depth.
We are not as deep as wee need to
be in Relay events.
I am going to ask ten coaches
in this country to step up and
develop an amazing winning
culture... a North Baltimore Type
culture. That takes a lot of selfconfidence. That means you need
to take a rest. Thank you, thats
way more than ten hands.
- Coach Mark Schubert
"Report on the 2008 Olympic Team"
(Coach Schubert was the National
Team Director for our 2008 Olympic
Team and as the introduction put it
"the greatest coach of my generation".)

- Coach Teri McKeever
"It's Not About the Workout"

Who are we? Law of identity Highlander Values - Fairness,
Responsiveness, Striving,
Teamwork, Trustworthiness.
Establish meaningful relationships
- get to know your athletes.
Adopt a "tell me more" attitude.
Be verbal/communicative.
Empathetic. Involve athletes in
decision making.
- Coach Mike Curley
"Sustaining Commitment in High
School Athletes"
A book called "How to Be Fit" by
Yale hall of Fame coach Robert
Kiphuth, is one of the greatest
references for coaches...according
to Vern Gambetta, who says not
only is the old becoming new,
but most coaches don't know
what the old is". This book was
written in the 1930's and if you
look at it closely, you will see that
there are a lot of elements in here
that are very dance-like and yoga
like and this looks almost like a
ballet fitness manual for the new
York Ballet. It's a forerunner of
the ideas of Pilates and Yoga for
fitness.
- Coach Conrad Johnson
Innovative Dryland Training Ideas
for Masters with Pilates and Yoga"
A - Emphasis should be on how a
drill should be done to attain the
best result in practice.
B-Coach and swimmer must
know the purpose/intent of the
drill.
C - Purpose must be instilled if
the drill is to be learned correctly.
D - Teach a drill correctly.
E - Practice drills 100% correctly.
As Sweetenham says, "drills 99%
correct are 100% wrong".
- Coach Dick Hannula
"Maximizing the Use of Drills in
Practice"
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From the entire ASCA Staff...

Fall 2016

CLINIC SCHEDULE

USMS National
Coaches Clinic 2016

Age Group Coaches
Clinic 2016

Fun in the Sun
Clinic 2016

November 11-13
San Mateo, CA

November 11-13
Fort Lauderdale, FL

December 16-18
Plantation, FL

speakers:
Steven Munatones
Ron “Sickie” Marcikic
Dr. John Mullen
Sheila Taormina

speakers:
Guy Edson and Jackie
Norgren, ASCA

speakers:
Todd Schmitz, Colorado
Stars; Gary Hall Sr.,
The Race Club; and
John Leonard and Guy
Edson, ASCA

Limited attendance for
maximum individual
participation
for AGE GROUP
COACHES!

Find clinic information, including sign-up options, on the ASCA website at:
http://www.swimmingcoach.org/clinics/
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HELPING YOU
FINISH FAST
Highest quality Racing Lanes at
affordable pricing

Over 25 years of aquatic experience
goes into every product

Made in the USA

Environmentally sustainable materials


Official Racing
Lanes of the
American
Swim Coaches
Association

Call ASCA at 800.356.2722
to order your Racing Lanes.
A portion of each sale will benefit
ASCA programming.

Toll-free 888.499.7946
ASCA@TSPRacingLanes.com
www.TSPRacingLanes.com/ASCA
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2016 GOLDEN GOGGLE

AWARD NOMINEES
SWIMMING STARS TO DESCEND ON TIMES SQUARE ON MONDAY, NOV
21ST FOR THE 2016 GOLDEN GOGGLE AWARDS IN NEW YORK CITY
BREAKOUT PERFORMER OF THE YEAR

PERSEVERANCE AWARD

This award is given to the athlete whose performance(s) stand out in
relation to other years, with special emphasis on the 2016 Olympic
Games.
LILLY KING - As an Indiana University freshman, Lilly King
swept the breaststroke events at the 2016 NCAA Championships
and carried that momentum through to this summer’s U.S. Olympic
Trials and the Olympic Games. In Omaha, she won the 100m and
200m breaststroke to qualify for her first major international event
outside of the 2015 World University Games, where she was a silver
medalist. In Rio, King struck gold in the 100m breast in an Olympic
record 1:04.93 and added a second gold medal in the 4x100m
medley relay. King’s 100m breast gold medal was the first for Team
USA since 2000.

This award is given to the athlete who came back from adversity,
retirement, sickness, injury, etc., to have an outstanding
performance(s) in 2016, with special emphasis on the 2016
Olympic Games.
KATHLEEN BAKER - Having battled Crohn’s disease since
she was a middle schooler, Kathleen Baker spoke publicly about
her diagnosis for the first time in 2016 and also posted the fastest
swims of her life in the 100m backstroke to qualify for the U.S.
Olympic Team and ultimately reach the Olympic podium. After
finishing second in the 100m back at Olympic Trials, the 19-yearold earned silver in the Olympic final in a lifetime best 58.75. She
also led off the gold-medal-winning 4x100m medley relay in Rio
and earlier in the year took second in the 200y individual medley
at the NCAA Championships for Cal.

CODY MILLER - Cody Miller won his first career major
individual international medal in Rio when he touched for bronze
in the 100m breaststroke in 58.87, good for an American record.
He also swam on the gold-medal-winning 4x100m medley relay
to earn a pair of medals at his first Olympic Games. At the 2016
U.S. Olympic Trials, Miller was second in the 100m breast to earn
a spot on the Olympic roster. Born with a condition called Pectus
Excavatum, Miller gets about 12-20 percent less oxygen than most
people and inspired many with his success in Rio.

ANTHONY ERVIN - Sixteen years after winning gold in the
50m free in Sydney and with seven-year hiatus from the sport
in between, 35-year-old Anthony Ervin was back on the U.S.
Olympic roster for a third time in 2016. He was second in the
50m free at Olympic Trials to become the oldest American male
swimmer to qualify for an individual Olympic event since 1904.
Once in Rio, Ervin made history again by winning gold in the 50m
freestyle in 21.40 by just one-hundredth of a second to become the
oldest swimmer to win individual Olympic gold.

JOSH PRENOT - Competing at the Olympic Games for the
first time, Josh Prenot claimed silver in Rio in the 200m breaststroke
with a time of 2:07.53. He earned his spot on the Olympic roster
with a win in the 200m breast at 2016 U.S. Olympic Trials, where
he set an American record in the event in 2:07.17. Earlier in 2016,
Prenot concluded his collegiate career at Cal with an NCAA title
in the 400y individual medley and runner-up finishes in the 200y
breast and 200y IM.

DAVID PLUMMER - After nearly walking away from the sport
after just missing the Olympic Team four years ago, 30-year-old
Olympic rookie David Plummer had a 2016 to remember. In one
of the most competitive events at U.S. Olympic Trials, Plummer
placed second in the 100m backstroke in a lifetime best 52.12 to
earn that elusive Olympic berth. Once in Rio, the father of two
made the most of his opportunity, taking home the bronze medal
in the 100m back in 52.40 and adding gold as a part of the 4x100m
medley relay. By making the Olympic team, he became the oldest
first-time U.S. Olympian in swimming since 1904.

LEAH SMITH - In her Olympic Games debut, Leah Smith
established herself as a distance freestyler to watch and earned a pair
of medals – bronze in the 400m freestyle in 4:01.92 and gold in
the 4x200m freestyle relay, while adding a fourth-place finish in the
800m freestyle. At U.S. Olympic Trials, Smith was second in the
400m and 800m free and third in the 200m free. Also in 2016, she
won NCAA titles in the 500y freestyle and 1650y freestyle for the
University of Virginia.

DANA VOLLMER - After giving birth to her first child, a son
named Arlen, in March 2015, Dana Vollmer was back in the pool
competing four months later and she quickly rounded into worldclass form. She won the 100m fly at the 2015 AT&T Winter
National Championships to prove she was a legitimate threat to
become just the second American woman to qualify for the U.S.
Olympic Swimming Team after giving birth. At Olympic Trials,
Vollmer qualified for her third Olympic Team with a runner-up
finish in the 100m fly and she went on to win bronze in the event
in Rio. She added relay medals in the 4x100m medley relay (gold)
and 4x100m freestyle relay (silver).
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COACH OF THE YEAR
This award is given to the coach whose athlete(s) performed at the
highest level throughout the year, with special emphasis on the
2016 Olympic Games.
BOB BOWMAN - The 2016 U.S. Olympic Team Men’s Head
Coach and the head coach at Arizona State University, Bob
Bowman helped guide five swimmers – Conor Dwyer, Chase
Kalisz, Michael Phelps, Cierra Runge and Allison Schmitt – to
spots on the Team USA roster. Led by six medals from Phelps,
this group each earned a medal in Rio, combining for 12 trips to
the podium. Dwyer, Kalisz and Phelps were individual medalists
at the Games, with Phelps taking gold in the men’s 200m butterfly
and 200m individual medley. This was Bowman’s fourth time on
an Olympic staff, and his first as head coach.
DAVE DURDEN - an assistant men’s coach for the 2016
U.S. Olympic Team and men’s head coach at Cal, coached five
members of the Team USA men’s roster in Rio – Nathan Adrian,
Ryan Murphy, Jacob Pebley, Josh Prenot and Tom Shields. This
group combined for nine medals, including four by Adrian and
three from Murphy, who also set a world record in the 100m
backstroke at the Games. Adrian, Murphy and Prenot were each
individual medalists. On the collegiate front, Durden guided the
Golden Bears to a runner-up finish at the men’s 2016 NCAA
Championships. This was Durden’s first experience on an Olympic
coaching staff.
BRUCE GEMMELL - Bruce Gemmell, an assistant women’s
coach at the 2016 Olympic Games, again guided Katie Ledecky
to unprecedented accomplishments this year. The Nation’s Capital
Swim Club coach earned his first assignment on an Olympic staff.
In Rio, Ledecky became one of just four American women across
all sports to win four gold medals at a single Olympic Games,
and joined Debbie Meyer (1968) as the only women to win the
200m, 400m and 800m freestyle at the same Games. Ledecky
added a pair of relay medals and eclipsed her own world records
with swims of 3:56.46 in the 400m free and 8:04.79 in the 800m
free in Rio.
RAY LOOZE - Ray Looze coached three swimmers – all
eventual medalists in Rio – to spots on the 2016 U.S. Olympic
Team. Lilly King, Cody Miller and Blake Pieroni combined for
five Olympic medals, with King and Miller each earning individual
podium appearances in their respective 100m breaststroke events.
An assistant women’s coach for Team USA in Rio and the Indiana
University head coach, Looze also guided the Hoosiers to top-10
finishes at both the men’s and women’s NCAA Championships
in 2016.
DAVID MARSH - David Marsh, women’s head coach for the
2016 U.S. Olympic Swimming Team, coached six SwimMAC
Carolina athletes to berths on the Rio roster – Cammile Adams,
Kathleen Baker, Anthony Ervin, Jimmy Feigen, Ryan Lochte
and Katie Meili. This group earned eight combined medals, with
Baker, Ervin and Meili all earning trips to the Olympic podium
in individual events. At age 35, Ervin was the gold medalist in the
men’s 50m freestyle. This was Marsh’s fourth time on an Olympic
staff, and his first as head coach.

GREG MEEHAN - Greg Meehan’s swimmers made quite an
impact on the 2016 U.S. Olympic Swimming Team with Maya
DiRado, Simone Manuel and Lia Neal combining to earn nine
medals in Rio. DiRado and Manuel were breakout stars, winning
four medals each at the Games, five of them in individual events.
Manuel claimed gold in the 100m freestyle and silver in the 50m
free, while DiRado earned gold in the 200m backstroke, silver
in the 400m individual medley and bronze in the 200m IM. A
women’s assistant coach for Team USA, Meehan also coached
the Stanford women to a runner-up finish at the 2016 NCAA
Championships.

RELAY PERFORMANCE OF THE YEAR
This award is given to the best team relay performance, male or
female. The performance considered must be a finals performance,
with special emphasis on the 2016 Olympic Games.
MEN’S 4X100M FREESTYLE RELAY, 2016 OLYMPIC
GAMES - The U.S. men’s 4x100m freestyle relay line-up of
Caeleb Dressel, Michael Phelps, Ryan Held and Nathan Adrian
won gold in 3:09.62, 0.61 seconds ahead of runner-up France.
Dressel led off with a personal best 100m free time, before Phelps
posted the team’s second-fastest split of 47.12 to give Team USA
a lead it would not relinquish. Held kept the U.S. in front on the
third leg, and Adrian split 46.97 – the fastest in the field – to secure
the gold medal.
WOMEN’S 4X200M FREESTYLE RELAY, 2016
OLYMPIC GAMES - Katie Ledecky anchored the Team USA
women’s 4x200m freestyle relay to gold with a time of 7:43.03,
nearly 2 seconds clear of second-place Australia. Allison Schmitt
led things off for the Americans, who were nearly even with
Australia and Sweden after the first leg. Leah Smith and Maya
DiRado kept the U.S. within a second of the Aussies, before
Ledecky hit the water for the anchor. She turned what was nearly
a one second deficit into a one second lead over the first 150 and
continued to pull away for a 1:53.74 split and the team victory.
MEN’S 4X100M MEDLEY RELAY, 2016 OLYMPIC
GAMES - Ryan Murphy jump-started the run toward gold with a
world-record backstroke split of 51.85 to lead the United States to
the win and an Olympic record of 3:27.95 in the 4x100m medley
relay. Up against breaststroke world record-holder Adam Peaty of
Great Britain, Cody Miller held his own before Michael Phelps
regained the lead for Team USA on the butterfly leg. Nathan
Adrian swam the freestyle anchor to close out another victory
for the Americans in the final pool event of the 2016 Olympic
Games. The U.S. men have never lost this event in Olympic Games
competition.
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FEMALE RACE OF THE YEAR
This award is given to the female swimmer with the greatest single individual race of the year, with special emphasis on the 2016 Olympic
Games.
MAYA DIRADO, 200M BACKSTROKE, 2016 OLYMPIC GAMES - After winning medals in the 200m and 400m individual
medleys, Maya DiRado capped her 2016 Olympic Games with a come-from-behind victory in the 200m backstroke over heavy favorite
Katinka Hosszu of Hungary. DiRado sat second to Hosszu by over a half second with 100 meters to go, but DiRado surged off her third
turn to close the gap over the final 50 meters. She lunged to the wall on the finish to touch in a lifetime-best 2:05.99 and clip Hosszu by
just six-hundredths of a second for gold.
LILLY KING, 100M BREASTSTROKE, 2016 OLYMPIC GAMES - Olympic rookie and 19-year-old Lilly King delivered
in a much-hyped 100m breaststroke final to win Team USA’s first gold medal in the event since 2000. She led wire-to-wire and held off
runner-up Yulia Efimova of Russia and bronze medalist Katie Meili over the final 50 meters to finish in 1:04.93, good for an Olympic
record.
KATIE LEDECKY, 800M FREESTYLE, 2016 OLYMPIC GAMES - Katie Ledecky once again dominated the 800m freestyle
on the international stage, taking gold in Rio and besting her own world record in 8:04.79. She led wire-to-wire and swam incredibly
consistent splits until closing with a 28.99 final 50 meters to touch 11 seconds clear of the field. The win gave Ledecky her fourth gold
medal in Rio, matching the most by an American female Olympian, and the first sweep of the 200m, 400m and 800m freestyles since
Debbie Meyer in 1968.
SIMONE MANUEL, 100M FREESTYLE, 2016 OLYMPIC GAMES - In a history-making performance Simone Manuel won
the gold medal in the 100m freestyle in an American and Olympic record 52.70. Manuel trailed Australia’s Cate and Bronte Campbell
at the turn and made her move over the final 50. She touched in a tie with Canada’s Penny Oleksiak to top the podium. Manuel’s victory
marked the first gold medal for Team USA in the event since 1984, and she became the first female African-American swimmer to win
any medal in an individual event.

MALE RACE OF THE YEAR
This award is given to the male swimmer with the greatest single individual race of the year, with special emphasis on the 2016 Olympic
Games.
ANTHONY ERVIN, 50M FREESTYLE, 2016 OLYMPIC GAMES - Anthony Ervin used a strong start off the blocks and
his signature closing speed to win gold in the 50m freestyle in Rio, 16 years after doing the same at the 2000 Sydney Olympic Games.
He touched in 21.40 and held off France’s Florent Manaudou by one-hundredth of a second and countryman Nathan Adrian by ninehundredths of a second down the stretch to become the oldest swimmer – age 35 – to win individual Olympic gold.
RYAN MURPHY, 100M BACKSTROKE, 2016 OLYMPIC GAMES - Ryan Murphy brought home the first of his three gold
medals in Rio with a then-Olympic-record swim of 51.97 in the 100m backstroke to give Team USA its sixth straight Olympic title in
the event. He turned fourth at the 50-meter mark, but grabbed the lead off the wall and held on over the final 50 to take gold 0.34 seconds
ahead of runner-up Xu Jiayu of China and bronze medalist teammate David Plummer. Murphy later broke the world record in the event
with a split of 51.85 leading off the gold-medal-winning men’s 4x100m medley relay.
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MICHAEL PHELPS, 200M BUTTERFLY, 2016 OLYMPIC GAMES - Michael Phelps earned his first individual gold in Rio
– and the 20th gold medal of his decorated career – with a victory in the 200m butterfly, reclaiming the top spot in the event for the first
time since 2008. After opening up a lead of nearly a half second at the 100-meter mark, Phelps held off a hard-charging Masato Sakai of
Japan to win by four-hundredths of a second in 1:53.36 for the tightest 200m fly finish in Olympic history.
MICHAEL PHELPS, 200M INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY, 2016 OLYMPIC GAMES - Michael Phelps became the first swimmer
to win the same event in four consecutive Olympic Games with a convincing victory in the 200m individual medley in Rio. After
swimming just off the pace over the first 100 meters, Phelps grabbed a lead he would not relinquish on his breaststroke underwater and
pulled away over the freestyle leg to touch in 1:54.66 – nearly 2 seconds clear of the field.

FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
This award is given to the top female swimmer of the year with special emphasis on achievements at the 2016 Olympic Games.
MAYA DIRADO - In what she has dubbed her first and only Olympic appearance, Maya DiRado had a Games to remember with
a four-medal performance, capped in her final race in Rio with a come-from-behind win in the 200m backstroke in 2:05.99, just sixhundredths of a second clear of runner-up Katinka Hosszu. DiRado added bronze in the 200m individual medley, silver in the 400m
individual medley and gold in the 4x200m freestyle relay. DiRado earned her first Olympic berth with wins in the 200m IM, 400m IM
and 200m back at 2016 Olympic Trials.
KATIE LEDECKY - With four gold medals and a silver medal claimed in Rio, Katie Ledecky once again made history. She became one
of just four American women in any sport to win four gold medals at a single Olympic Games, and joined Debbie Meyer (1968) as the
only women to win the 200m, 400m and 800m freestyle at the same Games. Ledecky added gold in the 4x200m free relay and silver in the
4x100m free relay. In addition, she bested her own world records with swims of 3:56.46 in the 400m free and 8:04.79 in the 800m free in
Rio. At 2016 Olympic Trials, Ledecky was victorious in the 200m, 400m and 800m free. Over the last five summers, she has swum in 15
individual finals at Olympic Games, World Championships and Pan Pacific Championships and won gold medals in each of those races.
SIMONE MANUEL - With four medals in Rio de Janeiro, Simone Manuel had a performance for the ages, highlighted by a gold medal
in the 100m freestyle in an American record 52.70. Manuel’s win marked the first gold medal for Team USA in the event since 1984, and
she became the first female African-American swimmer to win a medal in an individual event. Manuel added silver in the 50m freestyle
in 24.09 and anchored the 4x100m medley relay to gold and the 4x100m freestyle relay to silver to complete her medal haul.

MALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
This award is given to the top male swimmer of the year with special emphasis on achievements at the 2016 Olympic Games.
NATHAN ADRIAN - A three-time Olympian, Nathan Adrian won a career-best four medals at the Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games.
Individually, he took bronze in the 50m freestyle in 21.49 and bronze in the 100m freestyle in 47.85 and was separated from gold in both
events by a combined 0.36 seconds. On the relay front, he anchored Team USA to gold in the 4x100m medley relay and 4x100m freestyle
relay. Adrian won the 50m free and 100m free at 2016 U.S. Olympic Team Trials to earn his third trip to the Olympic Games.
ANTHONY ERVIN - Sixteen years after winning his first Olympic gold medal in 2000, 35-year-old Anthony Ervin did it again in Rio,
taking the 50m freestyle victory in 21.40 by one-hundredth of a second to become the oldest swimmer to win individual Olympic gold. He
added a gold medal as a part of the victorious 4x100m freestyle relay. Ervin was second in the 50m free and fourth in the 100m free at U.S.
Olympic Trials to qualify for his third Olympic Team. Ervin has now won two Olympic gold medals in the 50m freestyle by a combined
.01 (he tied with Gary Hall Jr. in 2000).
RYAN MURPHY - A three-time gold medalist at the 2016 Olympic Games, Ryan Murphy was one of only three American swimmers
with multiple individual gold medals in Rio, as he swept the men’s 100m and 200m backstroke titles to give Team USA six straight gold
medals in both events. He won the 100m back in a then-Olympic-record 51.97 and took the 200m back victory in 1:53.62. For good
measure, Murphy set a world record in the 100m back with a split of 51.85 leading off the gold-medal-winning men’s 4x100m medley
relay. He won the 100m back and 200m back titles at 2016 Olympic Trials.
MICHAEL PHELPS - The United States’ flag bearer for the Opening Ceremony, Michael Phelps won six medals – five of them
gold – at the Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games, boosting his record-setting career totals to 28 medals, including 23 gold, and extending his
legacy as the most decorated Olympian of all-time. Individually in Rio, Phelps won a record fourth consecutive Olympic title in the 200m
individual medley, reclaimed gold in the 200m butterfly for the first time since 2008 and earned silver in the 100m butterfly. Phelps also
helped lead the U.S. to a gold-medal sweep in all three men’s relays – 4x100m freestyle, 4x200m freestyle and 4x100m medley. He won the
100m fly, 200m fly and 200m IM at the 2016 Olympic Trials to become the first U.S. male swimmer to qualify for five Olympic Games.§
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The Must See
4-Hour Event:

DRYLAND
FOR AGE
GROUP
ATHLETES

New Talks

from the

By: Keenan Robinson

2016 World Clinic
Each Video is Eligible for
Continuing Education Credit Units!

Learn On

YOUR

Schedule

»» David Marsh

»» Tom Himes

»» Bob Bowman

»» Peter Motekaitis

»» Bruce Gemmell

»» Kathleen Klein Prindle

»» Matt Kredich

»» Chuck Warner

»» Nicole Harmon

»» Gregg Troy

»» Mike Bottom

»» And Many More...

»» David Salo

FROM $15.00 (Per 1 Hr Program)
Login to SwimmingCoach.org/ now to watch some
of the biggest talks from the 2016 ASCA World Clinic.
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2016 - VOLUME 48

WORLD CLINIC

Yearbook
EDUCATION & INSPIRATION

From the Best in the Business

The 2016 World Clinic Yearbook contains transcripts of the presentations
given at the 2016 clinic including talks given and much more.
Order via the form below or
by phone at 1 (800) 356-2722 or
online at www.swimmingcoach.org.

Order
Your
Copy
Today
!

Anticipated Publish Date: February 2017

World Clinic Yearbook 2016 – Choose Option:
* For any binder order to an international address, please add $45.

 Binder Version - $30*

 CD Version - $30

 Binder & CD - $45*

Name:

Phone:

Street Address:
Payment Method:
Card #
Signature:

City:
Mastercard

Visa

AMEX

State:
Discover

Cash

Zip Code:
Check Quantity:

Expiration Date:
Amount Enclosed:

Please make checks payable to: ASCA, 5101 NW 21st Avenue, Suite 530, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309.
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5101 NW 21st Avenue, Suite 530, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
Grommeted Chevrons
X columns are for ofﬁce
use only.
Please
do not
in these
spaces.
Orders
from
$10.01
towrite
$40these
Add
$2.00 postage and handling
Phone orders: Please call 1-800-356-ASCA (2722) or 954-563-4930, M-F 8am-5pm XEST
columns
are Occasionally
for ofﬁce use
only. Please
do
not
write
spaces.
NOTE:
Chevrons
and Emblems
might
bein
backordered.
Breaststroke
Notes: or order online at www.swimmingcoach.org.
NOTE: Occasionally
Chevrons
and ifEmblems
might
backordered.
You will
be notiﬁed
any part of
yourbe
shipment
has been backordered.
Grommeted Chevrons

Please charge my:  MasterCard  VISA Butterﬂy
 AMEX  Discover
Grommeted Chevrons
Credit Card Number ______________________________________
Exp. ___________
Freestyle
Signature ________________________________________________________________

$40.01
Add
You will be notiﬁed ifOrders
any partover
of your
shipment has been backordered.

5% of total order
Total Enclosed

Grommeted Chevrons

ATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD PROGRAM EMBLEM ORDER FORM
Ofﬁce use only
Date Sent

Individual Medley

Notes:

X columns are for ofﬁce use only. Please do not write in
NOTE: Occasionally Chevrons and Emblems might be backo
You will be notiﬁed if any part of your shipment has

Grommeted Chevrons

Best Time
Name of Club _______________________________________________Order
Date ______________________________
Grommeted Chevrons

Address ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Total Emblems & Chevrons Ordered $

All orders will be sent ﬁrst-class mail, UPS or appropriate manner depending upon

weight and size of order.
City/State/Zip
______________________________________________________________________________________

Add $1.25 postage and handling $

Orders under $10

Please make checks payable to: ASCA

5101 NW 21stName
Avenue, Suite
530, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
Coach’s
______________________________________________Phone
(

) ____________________________

or order online at www.swimmingcoach.org.
(
Award Chairperson’s Name ____________________________________Phone
Orders over $40.01

) ____________________________
Add 5% of total order $

Orders from $10.01 to $40

Phone orders: Please call 1-800-356-ASCA (2722) or 954-563-4930, M-F 8am-5pm EST

Please charge my:  MasterCard  VISA  AMEX  Discover
4” Diameter
10 & Under X Exp.11___________
& 12
Credit
Card Number Emblems
______________________________________
Signature ________________________________________________________________
Ofﬁce use only

X

13 & 14

X

$3.00 each

Team
Date Sent Record Holder
$5.00 each
Team Record Holder Pin

1 Patch
Notes:

for all Age Groups
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15 & 16

X

Add $2.00 postage and handling $

17 & 18

X Enclosed Total
Total
$

Price

X columns are for ofﬁce use only. Please do not write in these spaces.
NOTE: Occasionally Chevrons and Emblems might be backordered.
Total
Price
You will be notiﬁed if any part of your shipment has
been backordered.

Total Price

The Swim Club as a

BUSINESS

By Coach Mark Schubert, 1987 ASCA World Clinic

After winning forty-four National team titles at Mission Viejo,
Mark Schubert now coaches the Mission Bay Makos in Boca
Raton, Florida, where he has already won six National team titles.
He has coached such swimmers as Brian Goodell, Shirley
Babashoff, Jesse Vassallo, and Kim Brown. His list of impressive
credentials includes: Olympic Coach in 1980 and 1984; 140
Individual National Champions; 11 Olympic Gold, Six Olympic
Silver, and one Olympic Bronze Medal winner in the 1976 and
1984 Olympic Games. He has had 90 American Record Holders
and 21 World Record Holders. I am very pleased to talk to you
this morning, and I hope that I can give you some new ideas that
you can take home and use in your own programs. I also hope I
can give you some food for thought. When John Leonard gave me
the topic of “The Swim Club as a Business” it struck me that
perhaps I have the reputation of perhaps being more of a
businessman than the average swimming coach. Believe me that
is something I had not set out to do, that is something that has
happened basically because of things that are important to me to
do to be a good swimming coach. It comes down to one word and
that word is control. I’ve worked in the past as a young coach for
parent clubs, I’ve worked for high school athletic directors, I’ve
worked for recreation departments. It became evident to me to do
the best job that I could do coaching swimming, I needed to be in
the position where I was not being directed by parents as to the
philosophy of the program, as to the direction of the program,
and as to how I was to coach swimming. It was also very evident
that if I was to be at the mercy of school administrators, athletic
department heads, recreation department heads, that the direction
that I was to take a program would be severely limited because of
facility-use and budgetary situations, 25 So, it was my goal to take
control of the destiny of my program. I was very fortunate in
Mission Viejo to be in the position where I had a fairly good onthe-job training in business. They were extremely flexible with me
as far as giving me the reins to lead the program in the direction
that I saw fit. They gave me a lot of support when I had parental
resistance in that area. I think a swimming coach that decides to
create his own business of the club can control his own destiny
and reap great rewards. Obviously there is also great risks involved
as in any business. You all know the rate of business failures in the
United States. So, you need to weigh that risk/reward ratio. A lot
of swimming coaches choose the more comfortable more secure
route and for many people it is probably the better route to take.
But, I think that there are some of us out there who would rather
risk being able to control our destiny and lead the program where
we want it to go, I think that for these coaches who are willing to
think more like businessmen, and for. these coaches that want to
achieve more respect in the business community, more financial

security for themselves and the ability to give their athletes what
they think they need to swim fast, this risk is worth it, Let me tell
you that I am first and foremost a swimming coach. If I had
known that I would get into a situation like I am currently in at
Mission Bay, I certainly would have made a big change when I had
taken my college curriculum, rather than having taken so many
physical education courses, I would have taken a few more
business courses. I think that what I want to say to you is that I
don’t look at my approach to the business as running a swimming
club as being distracting to coaching swimming. I look at it as a
necessary thing to get the job done. Swimming coaching comes
first, I don’t take phone calls on the deck, I don’t schedule meetings
that conflict with swimming practice. Everything is centered
around the number one thing in roy life and that is coaching my
swimmers. However, I put just as much importance in dealing
with the business, which is the entire club, the center. It’s important
to the program that I make the center a financial success. I’d like
to give you a brief history of Mission Bay Aquatic Center and how
it came to be. James G. Brady, the gentleman that I work for who
is the majority owner of the Mission Bay Aquatic Center, is a
successful developer in Boca Raton, Florida who has primarily
been involved with the building of office space. However, he has
also built two very successful residential communities. At the
time when I first met with him, he had more than four hundred
million dollars worth of construction going on in Boca Raton. He
had just gotten residential approval on a piece of property· :!.n
western Boca Raton which was basically eight hundred acres of a
cow pasture~ He was looking for a hook in this co1lI!l!Unity,
something to create excitement. There were already eighteen golf
course communities in the Greater Boca Raton area. Today there
are twenty-four. So he felt that in order to be unique, he wanted to
do something different than just another golf course community.
A fellow developer working for the Arvida Corporation in Boca
Raton suggested that he take a look at Mission Viejo. Arvida ls the
owner of Coda de Coza, which is also in Southern California, and
a competitor of Mission Viejo. So that is where this fellow had the
idea of developing a community around recreation, and
specifically around competitive swimming and diving as the
hook. So Mr. Brady went to Southern California and observed
what happened during the Olympic Games when the Mission
Viejo athletes won ten gold medals, two silver medals, and one
bronze medal in swimming and diving. He became very excited
about the possibility of using these two· amateur sports as the
hook for this residential community. He visited Mission Viejo
several times looking at the facilities 26 and the general
community, and talking to the recreation officials there. I was
fortunate enough to be hired as a consultant to build the facility. I
met with him several times in 1984 and 1985, and we talked about
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building a facility that would host an aquatics program that would
encompass everything for competitive swimming and diving. Not
only for those specific sports, but what it took to develop those
sports, and support those sports. We came up with a facility of
two fifty-meter pools; one a competitive pool, one a training pool,
and two twenty-five yard pools; one a teaching pool and one a
diving pool. There was a lot of thought before these facilities were
built, about the program and how the program would relate to the
facilities themselves. We did not build the facility primarily as a
competition site facility, but as a program facility. It is my feeling
that one of the mistakes that we make in attracting people to
swimming is economically putting too great of an emphasis on
competitions. Because of this we obviously see long and drag,out
swimming meets that drive the parents and volunteers out of the
sport. Also, too many swimming meets causes burnout on the
coaches and the swimmers driving them out of the sport. We
wanted our facility to serve as a model fur our programs. Basically
the philosophy of our program, and I 111 steal the saying from my
swim school director, is we feel that we have developed a program
that can enable a person to be involved in aquatics from the womb
to the tomb. We want to have a program for everyone, for all
abilities. Obviously there is a great emphasis put on excellence,
and the priorities are for the athletes of the highest ability. They
have the best training hours, they have the most training time, but
we also make sure that no program is slighted. The swim school is
the financial basis of our organization. Within the first year of
operation this school already has been a tremendous financial
success and is already on the way to helping us break even. There
is no originality in the swim school idea, basically it is through
observations that I have made, particularly in Australia and Japan
but also in Canada and Brazil. It is by far the biggest money maker
in our program and we project that it will only continue to
improve. This past summer, for five months in a row we taught
over 1,000 swimmers per month in this swim school. It is also our
best public relations tool, as far as a hook within the community
at the most basic grassroots level to show people the excellence of
instruction within our program. We get them excited about
swimming and then to try to find an avenue to try to keep them in
the program. It’s the finest way to recruit talent as to bringing

people into age group swimming. Our program basically is a
program of primarily private lessons for persons six months and
older. We have taught people into their 90’s. It’s available from 8
am to 8 pm. They can schedule lessons from one to five times per
week at their convenience. The lessons for pre-school children are
15 minutes in length and for school age and above they have the
choice of either 15 or 30 minute lessons. We also offer group
lessons, but we basically encourage the private lessons first so that
the youngsters are comfortable on their stomach and on their
back and can swim 25 yards. Once they can do that then we
encourage them to enter the group lesson program. For
preschoolers this is twice a week, thirty minutes in duration, for
school age and above this . is three times per week- thirty minutes
in duration. For the school age groups we call this our get-in-theswim program, where there is a high emphasis in pre-competitive
technique. There is obviously also a high emphasis on the athletes
learning all four strokes and enjoying the sport of swimming. We
encourage them to train and go onto the swim team itself. We also
within the swim school have what we call a Saturday Swim League.
This is the option for people that have more of the Little League
Baseball or Soccer League mentality and don’t want to commit.
three to five days a week to swimming. They come in once a week
on Saturday for an hour and a half. Each Saturday is de- 27 voted
to stroke technique, basic training skills, starts and turns, video
taping, watching video taping of other swimmers, games, and a
fun camp-type atmosphere. · The last Saturday of every month,
these swimmers are exposed to what we call our novice swim
league competition, where they are introduced to a very low-level
type of competition. This keeps them in the sport. It keeps them
paying dues. What we do is we ask them to pay $95.00 for a three
month program. It has been very, very popular up to this point.
We expect for this popularity to increase and we’ll obviously make
an effort to recruit as many people from that program onto the
regular swim team as we can. · Our age group program is basically
in ability groups: Red, white, and blue by ability groups. The red
group meets three times a week- those swimmers pay $55.00 per
month. The white group meets five times a week for an hour-anda-half -they pay $65. 00 per month. We have two blue groups or
top age group training groups. They meet six times a week, one
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group for an hour and a half a day, one group for two hours a day- they pay $70.00 a month. We utilize a great network within
the school systems in the local area to recruit people into the swim team program. We have developed a network within the
elementary schools where we bring them to events at the Aquatic Center: free diving exhibitions, and the National
Championships in the spring. We are trying to expose them to what is going on. We found that one of the mistakes that we
made was exposing them, in some cases to too high a level of competition. Although there is a great benefit to rubbing
shoulders with the Mary T. Meagher’s and the Greg Louganis’s of the world, there can also be a negative aspect in that some of
these young swimmers think that they can’t make it in our program because the level is too high. We had to rethink that and
come down and really emphasize grassroots, fun learning. We are also developing a satellite program of facilities outside of the
Aquatic Center. Although 54 short course lanes sounds like a lot, it’s not as much space as we had at Mission Viejo, In order to
provide the best age group training situation for a large club program we need more facilities, So right now we are seeking
location coaches to develop the same age group system, the red, white and blue system, so that the Aquatic Center will be the
hub of the wheel. The Senior Program is divided into three groups: Bronze, Silver and Gold, also by ability. The Bronze is the
postage group training group- the next step above the blue, This is more serious two a day training, but pre-junior national
level, The Silver is the Junior National level team- we have not yet matured enough in our program so that all of these swimmers
are Junior National level. We have some Pre-Junior National people, some that are close to the qualifying times and. many
junior national level swimmers. The Gold group is the Senior group, Again the dues that these people pay are by ability and by
what program is offered to them, The Bronze pays
$70.00 a month, the Silver and the Gold pay $100 a
month for their training. I’d like to say a little bit about
fees, I think that swimming in the United States is the
best give-a-way in youth athletics, I think for the
amount of education and hard work that swimming
coaches put in, I think we sell ourselves way too cheap,
It seems to me that it’s easy to figure out if you’re only
charging $40.00 a month and you offer one practice a
day, six days a week, that’s twenty six practices in an
average month. You’re charging a $1,53 per workout,
and if you’re workout is more than an hour, you’re
being paid less than $1.00 an hour by your athletes.
That is quite a bargain and I think it is too cheap, I
think we can decide as swimming coaches if we want to
be viewed as professionals, as little league coaches, as
soccer Saturday morning coaches, or if we want to be
viewed as tennis professionals, like gymnastic
instructors (like Bela Koroyli). You have to decide how
you want to be viewed, People will pay if you provide
them the program. The program doesn’t have to be the
glamorous name or fabulous facilities, it just has to be a
good program, because that’s what people 28 care about. The
swimmers and the parents know the difference, Obviously, if you
work for a parent run club, the parents are going to have a big say in
whether the dues go up or not, The parents are going to resist that and you
have to sell to them the fact that by raising the dues, by raising the head coach’s
salary, by raising the assistant coach’s salary, you will provide a more stable situation
and you’ 11 be able to provide a better program, But it is up to YOU, One of the things that
we found very important to a very successful program was control of the school situation,
Obviously the schools play a big factor in helping us recruit athletes into the program.
We needed to develop a very good repoire with the school system, We have provided our
facilities to the junior high’s in the spring time. They have a 19 team league among
junior high schools in South Palm Beach County. We provided our head age group
coach as the coach of the local junior high school, We had 130 swimmers try out for
that swimming team and 95 stick, and 50% of those join the club team. By providing
those facilities and working with the school system, it helped our program
tremendously. We provide facilities when asked by the local high schools. Now, I’m
pretty tough with the local high schools as far as what I expect from school
administrators, if we’ re going to support their program. For example, at Spanish
River High School we developed a very fine swimming program, My head National
Team Coach, Larry Liebowicz was providing his time as the high school coach. We.
were providing our facilities and all we asked in returns was a good schedule for the
athletes, also some consideration when they had to miss for swimming meets. I think that one of the most neglected situations
to support top club swimming is masters programs. People often look at masters programs as that’s what you can do with your
pool time from 8: 00 to 9: 00 at night, They’re good for running a masters meet now and again to make some money, But, I’d
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have to say that one of our top programs is our masters program.
We try to give them the very best in pool time and support,
because they support us back. They work our swimming meets,
they’ve housed swimmers for us when necessary, they’ve done
many things to be part of one club. We offer our masters three
workouts: an early morning workout, a noon workout, and an
evening workout. We try to give them the best times possible
without interfering with the club program. We offer them a weight
training session. Emphasis in masters needs to be on fitness, in
my opinion, more than competition. You’ll always have your
hard-core people that want to compete, but those people can scare
away those that just want to come and swim laps. I think you
actually have to develop a two-tier program- One, for people that
just want to be there for fitness, and the other for the more
competitive group. Our noon time workout has turned out to be
more of the triathalon training workout, and this is good because
it doesn’t scare away the people that come to swim laps early in the
morning or later in the evening. Obviously the triathletes are truly
athletes and most of them are training extremely hard and they do
tend to intimidate the other group. The diving program is very
similar to our swimming program except for basically one
problem and that’s that you only have a certain amount of diving
boards and you obviously can’t put as many athletes per board as
you can per lane. We have a lot more lanes than we do diving
boards. Basically it’s set up the same way, from the learn-to-dive
program through the age group, Junior National, Senior National,
and Master’s Programs. I’d like to talk to you a little bit about
facility philosophy. This is something that I’ve gained a great
education from my boss who before he was a developer was a
pilot for Pan American Airlines. He tells me, usually everyday,
that our facility is like an airplane and in order for it to be a
financial success it has to be on the ground a limited amount of
hours. We need to keep it flying as much as possible. Therefore, we
need to create programs 29 above and beyond the ones that I’ve
just talked to you about, which are our priority programs-the ones
that are near and dear to our hearts. However, I also think that it
is important that when you create programs that you have as
much fervor for making those programs excellent and the best
they can possibly be if those programs are going to be a success.
We are not interested in running any program just to make money.
We want the program to be more than a financial success, we want
it to be a program success. This summer we felt like we achieved
our first success in scheduling all four pools basically from 5:15 in
the morning to 9:00 at night, One Saturday, and I’ll never do this
again but it was interesting that we were able to pull it off; we had
an age group meet going on in the competition pool, a senior
meet going on in the training pool, a novice meet going on in the
teaching pool, and an age-group diving meet going on in the
diving well. What a zoo! One of the primary programs that we are
using to fill the facility is camp programs. I had~never been in the
camp business before, basically because there was not pool time
available in the summer in Mission Viejo because that pool is
used for recreation swimming in the summertime. So, it was an
interesting challenge to put. together a camp program. Basically, I
put together that camp program with Richard Bader, who is the
head coach at Indian River Community College and had worked
with me for many years at Mission Viejo. I think that was probably
one of the best examples of a program being as successful as the
people that you get to run it. Obviously, if I was going to put the
time in that I needed to put in coaching, I couldn’t be putting in
another ‘ er six hours a day running the camp program. I obviously

needed to put in appearances, help direct the program, know
what the content is going to be, and support it. But, I can’t put my
total energy and enthusiasm into making that program a success.
That is what Richard has done. Through the staff that he was able
to hire, work with, and train, the camp program has been a big
success with the following factors being in priority. 1. Funbecause it is a camp. 2. Stroke Work- because that is what people
really seek in a camp activity, something that they don’t get at
home. This does not mean that they don’t get stroke work at home,
but maybe some individual attention that they aren’t able to get at
home. 3. Good Training Experience. We did not have a situation
where we had a hotel across the street. We didn’t have a situation
where the pool was part of a school with dormitories, as a college.
So, we had to creatively go out and find ways to house campers.
The first summer was interesting because despite the construction
people’s prediction, the center was not done in May of 1986, it
wasn’t done until the end of July in 1986. So basically for the first
year we were training in thirteen different pools around the
community, trying to make the program work and to build it. The
camp program was the biggest challenge because we had sent out
all the brochures and publicized it. We had no place to hold it. We
were able to secure a SO-meter pool in Miami, at Florida
International University and basically use hotel space. It was
interesting because, of course, in South Florida the season is
basically from the middle of January until the end of April. During
that time hotel space is at a premium. At · other times hotels are
dying to make a deal. I would say that the potential to run camp
programs, whether they be national programs or just programs of
local interest is certainly there for everyone. It was interesting how
cheaply we ware actually able to get hotel rooms. We paid less
than $30.00 a room for our camp program because they were
going to be empty if we didn’t buy them. Since then we’ve been
very fortunate to hook up with St. Andrews School which is a
private school in the area. Through our connections with the
school and because we are also encouraging our athletes to go to
the school, we were able 30 to get a very good deal with their
dormitory and cafeteria situation. This helper our camp program
greatly. I’m trying to develop things that will make money for the
Aquatic Center that will also support the total program. One of
the needs in my opinion of our program is sports psychology. In
order to have a sports psychologist for our team, that sports
psychologist must make money for the Aquatics Center. He must
pull his own weight, It’s not a situation where we are paying him a
salary to be there and just work with our athletes. He is running
his segment of the business by not only working with our athletes,
but working with athletes of other teams. He works with local
tennis players, professional golfers (he also works for Golf Digest
Magazine), and professional race car drivers. His center of
location is the Aquatics Center, and obviously he derives a lot of
good public relations from being connected with the Aquatics
Center and the athletes at the Aquatics Center. He branches out,
and the money that is made from the other organizations that he
works with goes back to the Aquatics Center. Some of that money
is used to pay his salary, and the rest of the money is used to help
defray the expenses of the center itself. We have a similar
arrangement with our physiologist, We have a contract with the
Mayo Institute, where they spend two weeks of every month at
our center, not only testing our athletes, but testing masters
swimmers, triathletes, athletes from other programs, athletes in
the camp programs, athletes from colleges that are there for
training camps, and athletes that are there from other national
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teams that are there for training camps. Not only are they earning
their own way, but they are also helping to defray the expenses of
the facility itself. We have become very involved with training
camps, filling this pool time with colleges that want to come
during their vacations, national teams, and foreign club teams.
We have also branched out into training camps for synchronized
swimming teams. Currently for one month, we are hosting
Synchro Team Canada, who were the World Champions in 1986.
We also have training camps for water polo clubs, etc. All of these
are scheduled around our existing programs and this enables us to
run our existing programs the way we want to run them- at ideal
times- yet, utilize the dead space, to help make our center a
financial success. We are also pursuing concerts because we do
have a grandstand capability of 2750 seats. We also do rentals, we
have rented the facility for employee weekends like to Barnett
Bank, McDonald’s whose regional headquarters is located in Boca
Raton, and to other major businesses who have brought all their
employees. In the case of McDonald’s two weeks ago, 1600 .
employees from all of the McDonald’s in South Florida were at
our facility for a day of fun. We also schedule many community
events. Some for rental and some for free, depending upon the p.r.
value involved. A lot of times we can invite community centers,
youth groups, etc. to come and have a fun Sunday (days we are not
training) and expose them to the center and to the programs at
the center. Sometimes we give them free swimming lessons. We
are also branching out into the area of master’s camps. An area
that has not been pursued greatly until this past year. We are
having three day master’s camps bringing people in, video taping
them, giving them a training experience, talking to them about
sports psychology, nutrition, physiology, blood testing them, etc.
We want to send them away with something they can use in their
own home programs. We are doing similar things with triathlon
camps, both on a weekend and a weekly basis. We are utilizing
other money-making areas to help the center break-even. One is
the swim store, this is an area that some coaches don’t want to
bother with and it can be a pain, but it can also be very profitable.
In most cases if you have a club of fifty or more, those people are
going to spend a lot of money somewhere and it might as well be
within your own program. Concession stands, it has always been
a pet-peeve of mine that I can preach good nutrition until I am
blue in the 31 face, but I just really don’t have the control over it
that I would like. What we’ve done with our concession situation
is we have hired a concessionaire that actually came in and built
the concession stand himself. We didn’t pay a penny for it. He is
going to run all the concessions for all the competitions and he is
going to run a seven-day-a-week concession stand. The athletes
can get breakfast after morning workout, a breakfast that we will
set up for them; or they can get dinner after evening workout
(since many of our athletes are driving 40 and 50 miles one way to
workout that can be quite helpful). The masters swimmers and the
triathletes and the people from the swim school can get lunch in
the middle of the day. The booster club is losing some revenue
because they cannot sell concessions during swim meets, but they
are going to get a royalty, which is equal to the money which they
would normally make. So, basically that allows our booster club
to be freed, manpower-wise, to do a better job at running the
swimming meets, and to still get revenues without having to go
out and buy, prepare and sell the food. Another way to keep the
airplane off the ground is aqua-aerobics. This is a program,
obviously in our area, that is extremely popular. The median age
in Boca Raton is somewhere around 55, so we have a lot of people
that are interested in a less stressful fitness activity like aqua

aerobics. This is a good activity to fit into the non-peak hours that
are used by the team programs. Scuba is another thing that we are
utilizing. We are particularly utilizing the teaching pools because
some shallow water is necessary for some areas of the course. For
other parts of the course, they use the diving tank. They utilize the
building for classroom activities during the times when our
programs are training and then they finish up their class at the
end of the evening after the teams leave, by utilizing the pools.
Sponsorships are something that we are all faced with. No matter
how good of a job that you do running programs, no matter how
well you price yourself, sponsorships are a reality in amateur
athletics, It is something that you need to be concerned with, The
dollars are out there, particularly the local dollars. We were very
fortunate, that from the start, Speedo America agreed to continue
their support of our programs, Ron O’Brien and my programs,
We have also been fortunate that McDonald’s has been extremely
supportive of our program, BUT things like a McDonald’s
sponsorship didn’t just fall into our lap, we had to work very, very
hard. We are pursuing sponsorships at about the rate of ten every
week, actively. These are people that we bring to the center, show
our programs, show them the swimming meets, show them the
swimming school, talk to them about what they are doing, One of
our best successes to date is the local bottling company, Pepsi
Cola, who didn’t promise us sponsorship dollars but promised us
advertising support, What they are going to do is. on six packs of
Pepsi Cola in South Florida print the schedule of our competitions
and also print the schedule of our programs. When you consider
how many millions of six packs in South Florida, that is worth
quite a lot in advertising dollars. In addition to that, we are going
to do fundraising for our non-profit foundation, whereby Pepsi
will put on their six packs a coupon that people can send a dollar
back to win a home at Mission Bay. This will not cost us anything
because the money that is raised from this will not only pay for
the home at Mission Bay, but it will also give us a large profit for
the non-profit foundation. That money will go directly back to the
athletes in the form of travel and support. Our sound system was
100% donation, the furnishings for the offices were 100%
donation, the physiology testing equipment was 100% donation.
People just don’t give you something for nothing in return, and
obviously this is what you need to creatively think about what you
are going to give them back. It could be the right to give them the
use of your name, or whether it’s to let your athlete’s test their
equipment, or research, something of that nature. People don• t
give away 32 something for nothing, they are going to expect
something of equal or nearly equal value in return. It’s surprising,
especially when you’re talking about supporting something that’s
going to serve youth athletics, how supportive people can be. The
other area are hotels and motels. Although events are not our top
priority, it’s important for the programs themselves that we
provide top competitions. If for nothing else to make sure that our
athletes get a number of top quality competitions per year. The
hotels and motels definitely benefit from this, So, we expect
support from them and basically we support the hotels and motels
that support us. The hotels that support us, as far as giving us
donations to our travel fund, etc. are the hotels that we recommend
and this has helped us greatly and I think that we have been 100%,
as far as support from the local hotels that serve the Aquatics
Center. One of the other major bills in our club program, and I’m
sure it has to be one of the major bills in any club program is
printing. If you’re doing a good job running swimming meets,
with pre-meet information and results; if you’re doing a good job
getting exposure for your programs, not just the daily traffic, but
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going out to the schools and the youth groups promoting your
program and promoting your membership, printing is going to be
one of your biggest costs. Getting the support of one or more local
printers to help you with trade-offs, like advertising for facility
use, or things of this nature are going to be a big factor in helping
you to break-even or make a profit. One of the keys that I would
like to talk about, since obviously to support a pool of such
magnitude you’ re going to have a large program, is team
administration. I think the key here is hiring the right people.
Basically I try to hire people that I consider as head coach material,
people that will run their own program. These are people that you
can delegate a task to and not have to sit over their shoulder every
five minutes and tell them what to do. I feel that the people that
work in our program work every bit as hard as I do, but it’s
important for me to set an example for them by making sure that
I’m there as many hours, if not more, than they are there. Also,
that I’m as concerned about their program, although I don’t put as
much time into it as they do, I’m as concerned about it as they are.
It’s important that I listen to their ideas, and that I encourage new
ideas. I don’t dictate 100% what goes on in the program, I set the
philosophy and then I encourage them to be creative. Many times
I take these ideas themselves and use them in my group, and
nothing makes an assistant coach feel better than when they feel
they’ve had an input· into the top group and part of their success.
The goals that you set for the program are important. I like in
Richard’s talk (Quick) when he said that the goal of winning 50%
of the medals stunk- and that wasn’t the word he used. We ought
to be shooting to win every event. The goals of our program are to
be #1 in every area: To have the most renown swim school in
America, to have the Ill ranked Age Group Program in America,
to have the #1 Junior National program, to have the #1 ranked
Senior National Program. I don’t think that we’ve come close to
filling our potential. We want to have the National Championship
Masters Team. We may never, and probably will never achieve all
of these things at one time. But, I am confident that at one time or
another, we will achieve all of these goals. I think that all of my
staff members feels that I feel that confidence in them. I think that
you need to insist with. your staff that they be very involved
administratively. Most human beings tend to go toward the
avenue of least resistance. For swimming coaches the path of least
resistance is doing a good job preparing your workout, coming in
doing a great job running your workout, talking to the athletes
afterwards, and then going home. Not being involved
administratively is death to your program, if your program is
going to be great, and EVERYBODY has to be involved. I insist on
this with every one of my 33 coaches. They must spend at least
eight hours each day, Monday through Friday at the pool, and that
doesn’t include swimming meets. They are going to spend about
2-3 hours on the deck during workout and the rest of the time will
be spent administratively. They will be involved with the grunt
work, just like I am. Respect for each other’s programs. This is one
of the most important things in developing a total team concept,
and I’m not just talking about Age Group and Senior, I’m talking
about Swim School, Master’s, and the Diving Team. It’s all one
team. We need to respect each other. I’ve talked to you a lot about
control, I’ve talked to you a lot about not accepting compromises,
in fact if you are going to have a total overall program like this you
must respect each other’s program and you must be willing to
compromise. There are times when I have to train short course
instead of long course. There are times when I have to move a
workout into the dryland area and come out and swim later than
I want to in order for everyone to get what they need. Parent’s

group. I could talk to you for two hours easily on how to organize
and motivate and run a parent’s organization. It’s important that
you control it, and it’s important that you also control the
enthusiasm, build the enthusiasm and educate these people to do
the things that need to be done. We would never be successful
without a good parent’s organization. We don’t have enough
money to pay enough professionals to do the things that the
parents do, and do them well. The philosophy for the parent’s
organization must be set by the head coach and they need to
respect that and take that direction. What does this type of
commitment mean to you? Well, I can tell you it means an awful
lot of hard work. It’s not an easy job. It’s twice as hard as the job I
had at Mission Viejo and that was a hard job. It’s working at least
six days a week and many weeks seven; arriving at the pool at five
in the morning and leaving at seven at night; putting up with the
b.s. paperwork; the secretaries squabbling; this coach not getting
along with that coach; this parent not getting along with that
parent; the maintenance man offending the booster club president;
contract negotiations- not only with the coaching staff, but also
with the maintenance staff, the contractors, the people that we
purchase chemicals from; budgets- trying to get our situation
down so that it’s break-even. Basically we have five years to
accomplish that, The way our situation is set up is that the
developer has purchased the property, the developer has gotten
the loan from the bank to build our facilities and the other
amenities, and he has five years to sell twelve parcels-I’m very
happy to report that seven of the parcels are already sold and we
are ahead 34 of schedule, At the end of those five years our
program has to
break-even, or better.
I’m also happy to
report
of
the
approximately
1,1
million dollars that it
takes to run the
center, that we now
are generating about
$600,000 of that- down
from $300,000 last
year. So if we can
continue to improve in
that direction then I’ll
think that we’ll make our
goal, Our goal and Mr.
Brady’s dream is to show other
developers in the United States that
things like this can work. You can use
amateur athletics as a hook for a
community to build something that is
good for America and he hopes to see 10
more Mission Bays, not only in swimming
but in other amateur sports all over the
country. We’re going to work hard to
make his dream come true.
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More Quick "Quotes"
My motto is, "if you don't have it create it" - the only way to boost your
coaching 'toolbox'.
It is important to teach physical
attributes based on their respective
interrelationship and then link each to
technical aspects of swimming rather
than performing each in isolation.

What is the difference between warmup and breaking the national record?
It is only one thing: speed. Speed is so
important in our sport.
Engagement is when a swimmer gives
your more than you expected
- Wayne Goldsmith

-Monika Schloder

They define creativity as: the process of
developing original ideas that have value.
That is what we are doing as coaches we
are working to develop original ideas that
have value.
With the kids, you know, we are always
talking ab out the difference between
knowledge and wisdom.
Then as I gained experience and
knowledge, and my curiosity led me to
read and go to clinics like this, I became
more are of the intricacies and I got more
complex, and my coaching got more
complicated.

Look how fast these people are going...
if you want to be there in 2012, you'll
need to plan to be 8:10 in the 800.
You can't do that unless you are a fast
swimmer. You cannot do that without
speed. Looking at the men's 1500...exact
same thing. So you have to have speed
first and then build in speed endurance.
You have to train to hold race pace
"comfortably'. you need pace...you need
the race stroke rate, you need race stroke
count and stroke length.
- Coach Bill Furniss, Great Britain,
Coach of Olympic Champion, World
Record Holder Rebecca Adlington and
today, Head Coach for Great Britain

- Don Swartz

Find ways to coach everybody well.
Culture is defined by your actions. As a
culture, you have got to value hard work;
you have to value grinding.
- Paul Yetter

3 Gems from Salo
1. Coaching is all about entertaining - us!
2. Effort, intensity, technique far more
important than total yards swum
3. Improve the work you are doing before
you do more
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The Nature of

INFORMATION
in the AGE of the INTERNET

There has never been a more difficult time to be a swimming coach. Or a doctor,
a lawyer, a journalist, a general, or an Indian Chief. Or any other profession that
relies on Credibility.
The finest thing in our lives for finding “information” is also
the WORST thing in our lives for finding accurate, contextual
information. Information without context, “is the Devil.” As any of the
above individuals can tell you. Patients (clients, swim parents, readers
or ordinary Indians) go ONLINE to get primary information about
what they want to know.
What they find there can range from spectacularly good, to pure
gibberish enhanced with fancy marketing and emotional response
forming words. (Like “Science” as an example… more on that later.)
So as swimming coaches, we have parents and athletes going online
and finding all sorts of trash that contradicts what any experienced,
well-educated, trained and sensible coach would advise for that athlete.
Of course, this happens every day on every swim team of every level in
the world.
Sorting the gems from the rocks depends on experience, background
and contextual education. None of which parents or swimmers have
(and lots of young coaches lack as well).
Below is a provision of the hierarchy of the types of information we all
can find and use.
REAL SCIENCE – Real science is published studies in a peerreviewed specific journal on your subject. Real scientists evaluate and
assault their peers “scientific studies” until they are done in a manner
that the scientific community accepts. This the only thing worthy of
being called science. Look for the term “peer-reviewed.” NOTHING
ELSE IS SCIENCE. This is the most dependable type of information.

It is also scarce. In swimming, it’s called the “Journal of Swimming
Research” Dr. Jan Prins, editor. It is a time proven, academically
accepted process of impeccable reliability.
Fake Science (of various levels of accuracy and duplicity). Calling
something science does not make it science. LOTS of “Journals” are not
peer reviewed. In fact, you pay a fee and they publish your “research.”
This is also known as PR for a product. It’s usually, but not always, fake
stuff that can’t pass muster by a peer-reviewed Journal. A fake academic
who wants publishing credits takes this route. There is TONS of this
nonsense readily findable on the internet. It’s worse than an “opinion”,
its fraud because its masquerading by appealing to you with a term that
doesn’t actually apply, called “science.” (A “grail” we have been taught
since childhood to worship at.) Remember, doing “research” is not
science. I am sure “research” exists that proves Oreo cookies are good
for you. (I love Oreos.)
Opinion or anecdotal reports. This is what happens at every coaches
clinic in the world. A coaching peer gets up behind a microphone
and tells you what they think. They base what they think on their
experiences and their knowledge. This can range from fantastic,
state of the art stuff from highly knowledgeable people, to more
utter trash. Use the “credibility test” to determine which you think
is which…ask yourself and the speaker “Why should I listen
to you?” The answer you want is “I’ve been there and done that.
I’ve achieved coaching success over decades (years, months?) and
repeated it. Coaching 20 Olympians gives you more credibility
than coaching one. Coaching one gives you more credibility than
someone pretending to tell you how to coach an Olympian who has
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never coached one. Having coached successfully for 20 years in a
parent owned program has way more credibility than a shrink who
wants to tell you how to deal successfully with swimming parents.
Of course, our sport has LOTS of Guru’s, who don’t actually coach
anyone, but want to tell you how to do it. In my opinion, STEER
CLEAR. There is an old expression here that says “If you only have
a hammer, every problem looks like a nail.” If you are listening to a
physiologist tell you how to coach, guess what he will tell you the
“secret” to coaching is?

know. Some coach out there has solved the problem you face, already,
but they are not scientists, haven’t done the research, and so it’s
NOT YET SCIENCE. If you want to be “cutting edge”, listen to
experienced, accomplished, successful coaches.

The organization I have worked for (ASCA), for the past 30 years,
largely believes in and promotes this sort of information. Education
from experienced professionals. Coaches regularly know that things
“work” that scientists can’t figure out yet Why they work, so the
“Real science” doesn’t/can’t report on it. (see “Hypoxic training” for
an example. Everyone does it, everyone knows it works, NO ONE
can tell us WHY, YET.)

WE CAN LEARN SOMETHING FROM ALL OF THE
CATEGORIES ABOVE. Nothing wrong with seeking them out.
(I look at ADS all the time! As do you.)

Science is the best. But science RE-SEARCHES what we already

Of course, the last category is an advertising, which can also pass
on information. Some ads look like articles. Read carefully. Be
discerning, be cynical. Especially on blogs, which are usually thinly
disguised ads.

But understand the hierarchy of information out there for any of us
on any topic under the sun.
All the Best,
John Leonard
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RenoSys...
Where
Renovation
Winter
Is
Coming...
Avoid the Spring Rush and Renovate Your Pool This Fall.
Meets Innovation

Where Does It End?
RenoSys began
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Deliver
Game
Stop
Throwing
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Drain
Year
Year
RenoSys
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Now for
Changing
Ways
to
Solve
Commercial
Pool
Operator’s
Problems.
Changing Ways to Solve Commercial Pool Operator’s Problems.

Fall Renovation

Don’t wait until Spring like everyone else to try to schedule
your pool renovation for a Memorial Day completion.
Involve RenoSys early in your pool construction or
renovation planning. We’re taking reservations now for
Fall renovations. You’ll receive priority scheduling, huge
savings, superior products, creative ideas, and state-ofthe-art technology. Call 1-800-783-7005 for more
information or visit: renosys.com/game-changers

Changing Ways to Solve Commercial Pool Operator’s Problems.
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how
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You Tube
Get The Superior Pool Interior From RenoSys
See®Us On
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See Us
Us On
On
See
Trying to keep your pool facilities open,
watertight
and attractive can drain your budget – especially if you’re dealing with a leaky pool. If
Call
for
You
Tube
you’re planning new construction orYou
renovation
RenoSysEstimate
will help keep800.783.7005
your pools open
CallInterior.
for aaTMTM Free
Free
Estimate
800.783.7005
Tube - specify RenoSys, The Superior Pool
and looking great for decades. Unlike fiberglass, paints and epoxy coatings, RenoSys
does not depend upon• a info@renosys.com
mechanical bond with
www.renosys.com
www.renosys.com
•
info@renosys.com
your old pool shell, allowing it to expand and contract with the freeze thaw cycle making even existing cracks and cold joints completely
watertight. RenoSys has a full complement of integrated products and systems designed to renovate and build new commercial pool
TM
TM
TM
facilities. Give us a call today for a free, no obligation quotation and ideas on how to solve your pool problems.

Game Changing Ideas for Aquatics

Call for your free sample!
PVC Shells
Pool Shells Recreational
Gutters,
Grating &Solutions
Perimeter Solutions
Aquatic Conversions
Stainless
Pools &Pools
Spas & SpasElevated
Recreational
PVC Flooring
Pools
& Spas
PVC Pool
Gutters, Grating
& Perimeter
Paddock Evacuator
Aquatic Conversions
Stainless
PVC Flooring
Elevated
Pools
& Spas

PVC Pool Shells

Gutters,
Grating & Perimeter Solutions
Conversions
Stainless Pools & Spas
800.783.7005
• www.renosys.com
• Aquatic
info@renosys.com

Recreational PVC Flooring

Elevated Pools & Spas
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